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FADE IN:

FROM BLACK SCREEN

The rasp of a match strike. A blue and red flame slices 
through the dark as -

A woman’s fingers tilt the match over the short wick of an 
old candle. The match takes, and a healthy flame emerges. She 
lights a second candle.

INT. ROOM - DAY

Softly illuminated now, TWO WOMEN sit across from each other 
sewing intricate lace designs onto wedding dresses. In 
between the candle flames and the sewing hands appears -

TITLE: TRIANGLE

The voice of a woman with a slight Russian accent - ELSA 
SINGER, 65ish - narrates.

ELSA (V.O.)
Seeds of greatness are planted in 
the still of humble rooms.

RACHEL GOLDMAN, 50. Intense blue eyes focus on the lace as 
she sews with great speed and mastery. 

A widow, years of loneliness and poverty could never dim the 
bigness of her life light, even as she is succumbing to the 
horrors of consumption. 

YELENA GOLDMAN, 16. Rachel’s strong willed, spirited and 
clever daughter. She looks down at her mother’s fingers then 
speeds up - but stabs her finger. 

Rachel dabs the blood off Yelena’s finger, kisses it softly 
then sweetly nudges an unruly ringlet of Yelena’s red hair 
poking out of her scarf just as -

Rachel erupts into a violent, hacking cough, hand over her 
mouth. Rachel fakes a smile at Yelena, who fakes one back. 
And as Yelena returns her eyes to her work -

Rachel secretly opens her palm - blood. She rises and in a 
corner, wipes off the blood, turning to ensure Yelena is not 
watching. She looks out the window - sundown is near. She 
wraps a shawl around her head and body -

RACHEL
Almost time.



Touches Yelena’s shoulder and walks out the door. Yelena 
checks on the Challah in the oven, then stirs the pot of soup 
on the stove.

EXT. RUSSIAN COUNTRYSIDE - SAME DAY

Frozen beauty. Snow and white sky forge into one creating a 
blinding white light on a village road.

Cutting the white in the distance - 

FIRELIGHT. Advancing. Red deepens with each moment as the 
white light gives way to - TORCHES. Thousands of them. 
Stretched into the hills. Back to forever.

ELSA (V.O.)
But the seeds of inhumanity are 
planted in the diseased minds of 
frail men.

TITLE CARD: RUSSIA. MARCH, 1911.*

Haunting sounds of stomping boots and horses crunching 
through the snow swell -

ELSA (V.O.)
To prove his prowess, the weak Tsar 
Nicolas the Second, son of 
Alexander and Anastasia, mounted a 
costly war against Japan. Thousands 
of his people died of starvation 
and of a violent disease that swept 
the land. Chants of rebellion rose 
against the dictator. To divert 
their anger, Tsar Nicolas mounted a 
shrewd and cruel scheme -

The torches rise fast - COSSACKS, the Tsar’s brutish *
soldiers. On horseback, on foot, sabers in hand as -

A JEWISH VILLAGER walks along a lonely road, the thunder 
behind him. He turns, runs like hell - but the boots grow 
louder, LOUDER until -

A horseman rains down the ornate, deadly hasp of his saber on 
the man’s head. He crumbles like a rag doll - 

ELSA
To destroy every Jew in Russia.

A swollen line of blood seeps from a crack in his skull, 
staining the white of the virgin snow.
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INT. BARN - CONTINUOUS

Rachel milks her skinny cow. Breathless, she stops, leans her 
weak head upon the cows stomach, pants. 

INT. HOUSE - SAME 

One by one, Yelena respectfully sets Sabbath candlesticks on 
a humble table set for two. 

INT. VARIOUS - NEIGHBORING HOMES  

1. Mothers and daughters buzz about, prepare for the Sabbath, 
race to beat the setting sun. One bumps another - one laughs, 
one frowns.

2. A young girl pulls a braided Challah from the oven, her 
first. Her mother inspects it. They lock eyes - the mother 
nods at her child, smiles.

3. A little girl stands in a corner watching her sisters 
dress for the Sabbath, tracing their nimble fingers with her 
wide eyes.

INT. BARN - CONTINUOUS 

Rachel pats the cow, leans on her again. She heaves up the 
two buckets of milk, sets them down, closes the barn doors -

EXT. BARN - CONTINUOUS

And lugs the buckets across the small yard. But she stops, 
breathless again. Then looks out, admires the burnt orange of 
the setting sun.

She looks again, squints -

Torchlight.

People rush home for the Sabbath, but suddenly freeze in 
place. Eye after eye after eye widens in horror at the storm 
they know is upon them.

En masse, they turn at the exact same moment, dash madly to 
their homes -

IN SLOW MOTION: Rachel drops her wooden buckets. They hit the 
ground, their broken brown remnants fly across the snow white 
yard.

Her blue eyes, forced open in terror, turn toward the house. 
Her face twisted in horror, she draws upon every ounce of 
strength left in her ailing body and runs - 
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RACHEL
(no sound)

YELENAAAAA!

EXT. HILL - DAY

The Commander of the Cossacks aims his cold, dead eyes at the 
shtetl below - rickety wood fences, chimney smoke and the 
scattering people. He kicks his horse and as its’ muscles 
quiver, he raises his arm - and the Cossacks charge. 

ELSA (V.O.)
Jews living in peaceful shtetls 
laid innocent, like sacrificial 
lambs for the Tsar to offer up 
burnt offerings to extinguish the 
anger of his people.

INT. HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Rachel bolts in, drops to the floor, her hands frantically 
searching board by wood board. She finds the board - but it 
won’t give. She tugs it up fiercely - a nail is ripped out.

Her head falls back, she yowls in pain, but persists and 
forces her trembling hand through the tight spot until she 
wrestles out a TIN.

YELENA
(in Yiddish)

Momma?

She rises like a mad woman, tossing Yelena shawls, hats, 
gloves -

YELENA
(in English)

What’s happening?

RACHEL
(in English)

Put them on!

The gravity hits Yelena - she dresses. Rachel shoves the 
challah and any food she can find into a sack. She straps the 
sack across Yelena - then holds the Tin up to her face 
staring into her eyes. “You know what to do.”

She forces Yelena out the door -

RACHEL
GO!
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YELENA
I won’t go! I can’t go without you!

Rachel holds Yelena’s face -

RACHEL
YOU CAN GO! G-d planted greatness 
in you. Go to America. Make your 
life a mitzvah to the world!

She pushes Yelena forward -

RACHEL
GO! NOW!

Yelena walks backward, staring at her bereft mother step by 
agonizing step. Then she turns - and runs.

INT/EXT. SHTETL - CONTINUOUS

INTERCUT AS NEEDED

1. The Cossacks storm in, plow down the mass of fleeing 
people. Aimless goats, chickens and geese add to the chaos. A 
milk cow thumps into the hard snow, dead.

2. They blast into homes, upturn furniture, rip feather 
bedding and take special delight in destroying religious 
objects. 

3. And after they violate the homes, they torch them. Giant 
flames consume the homes as thick lines of smoke meander 
indifferently up to the sky.

EXT. BARN - CONTINUOUS

Rachel holds her stomach, limps to her barn, barely forces 
open the doors for her skinny cow and goat to escape. She 
unlocks the chicken coop - frantic chickens run back and 
forth with no idea where to go as -

The Cossacks storm in to her house - 

INT. HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

And set it ablaze. The flames whip up the wooden walls at a 
relentless pace. Tablecloths, doilies and the lace dresses 
they were sewing - all afire as their ashes twirl through the 
smoke.

Inside the fire sits the Sabbath candlesticks, still in their 
sacred place on the table, as flames whip up between them.
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EXT. BARN - CONTINUOUS

Rachel stares from behind the barn, expressionless at the 
high flames burning her home, her life disappearing in a 
second -

The Cossacks spot her - she turns, but can barely run. They 
shove her violently forward. She falls face first, her head 
bouncing off the icy ground.

One grabs her by the hair, another kicks her in the stomach. 
A voice booms from the yard - 

COSSACK 1
(in Russian)

The barn is collapsing! Don’t you 
see it, idiots? Don’t die with that 
Jew!

The Cossack slams Rachel’s head back into the ground, kicks 
her one last time, runs.

EXT. SHTETL - SAME  

From afar, Yelena turns, sees her house afire. The barn 
collapses - only the ghostly frame of the doors stands 
defiantly.

Surrounded now by rows of red flames and people fleeing, she 
runs right through, covering her ears to keep out the pitiful 
sounds of cows and horses burning alive until -

She spots a burning lump - Rachel. 

Rachel’s feet burn as the fire crawls up her body. She lifts 
her head, tries to turn her body over to kill the flames. She 
rolls over half-way when Yelena sees her face -

So stained with a gruesome mix of blood and ash that only the 
vibrant blue of her eyes is visible. 

With her last moment of life, Rachel reaches out with 
everything she has to desperately touch her daughter one last 
time - 

But Yelena freezes. Her knees buckle, she sinks down, her 
eyes paralyzed, focused on her mother’s face in a dead stare 
of shell shock and -

At her mother’s outstretched hand. Waiting. Waiting for a 
last connection.
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Rachel’s eyes flutter, her mouth open in a silent scream of 
profound pain, her hair and body consumed by fire. And with 
her hand still stretched out to touch her daughter -

She dies.

Yelena wraps her arms around her face, rocks back and forth, 
until she wails - 

But the Cossacks near again - she wobbles up, runs, jumping 
from open space to space between dead bodies, past the litter 
of shoes, a clock, books, pillows. 

IN SLOW MOTION: A surreal OLD WHITE HORSE gallops past her.

Yelena runs toward the woods, as far as her body can take her 
- and collapses face first into the snow.

FADE TO BLACK*

FADE IN

EXT. RUSSIAN COUNTRY SIDE - DAY 

YELENA’S FACE in the snow, blue, wind burnt. Her eyes open. *
Behind her, a whinny. The surreal, Old White Horse. She *
stares at it, tilts her head, dumbfounded that the horse 
survived.

EXT. SHTETL - CONTINUOUS*

Yelena walks the horse to what’s left of her home, past a few *
survivors. She pulls her scarf up over her nose to snuff out *
the smell of beaten bodies, stabbed bodies, burnt bodies. *

Ahead, she spots what’s left of her mother’s body.*

She looks at the field of dead bodies - then back at her 
mother. Standing over her mother, she pulls out a Hebrew 
prayer book and slowly recites Kaddish, the prayer for the *
dead. A very few survivors listen to the mesmerizing chant -

A chant that floats up and over the dead, over the blackened 
shtetl, to the white sky, where in the horizon Jews, *
thousands of them, stream along like displaced ants stretched *
back to forever. *

And in the crowd is Yelena, atop the white horse, her *
extinguished world behind her, headed to who knows where on *
yet another exodus.
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EXT. DOCK - TRIESTE, AUSTRO-HUNGARY - DAY *

From a hill - Yelena watches below as immigrants in long *
lines wait to board the STEAMSHIP FRANCESCA at the Adriatic 
Sea. 

Her curls are matted, her face dirty, her clothes tattered 
and her hands trembling from the deep cold. 

She opens the tin and extracts every bit of money, rolls the 
bills open. A picture falls out. She absentmindedly tucks it 
in to a secret fold in her shawl.

Solemn, she glides her hand along the horse’s head, tearfully 
kisses it on the nose for a long moment. Tears well up - *

YELENA*
I will never forget you, Ruth.*

Steam blows out from Ruth’s nose. She tosses her head, gently *
nudges Yelena on to her next journey. Yelena walks slowly *
down the hill, joins the line.*

EXT. STEAMSHIP - CONTINUOUS

TICKET TAKER
Ticket!

YELENA*
How much?*

TICKET TAKER*
Twenty Five now. Twenty five when *
you reach America.*

Yelena counts her money.*

YELENA*
(proudly)

Twenty!*

He laughs - 

YELENA*
Twenty is good!

TICKET TAKER 
Stupid girl.

Then shoves her. She falls backward, hits the ground hard. *
Others file past, ignoring her desperation, lost in their 
own. She looks up the hill at Ruth.
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EXT. VILLAGE STABLE - CONTINUOUS*

An OLD VILLAGE MAN inspects the horse.

OLD VILLAGER
She’s old.

YELENA
She’s Ruth because she is loyal. 
And strong.

He pulls his beard, skeptical.

YELENA
She brought me one thousand miles.

OLD VILLAGER
One thousand miles? 

YELENA
Maybe two.

OLD VILLAGER
Two thousand miles?

YELENA
She will work hard and be loyal to 
you.

OLD VILLAGER
Ruth. Ruth. Yes, strong. And loyal.

He sizes up the young girl. She’s lying - but her head is 
held high and she is charming with loads of chutzpah. He 
strokes his beard.

OLD VILLAGER
There is no shame in being a little 
old.

He sighs, hands her a little money.

YELENA
Thank you sir!

OLD VILLAGER
Thank you sir! Thank you sir! So 
many thanks, so little horse.

He walks Ruth away -

OLD VILLAGER
Come on old girl. We have thousands 
of miles to go. 
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Ruth whinnies - he pats her backside.

OLD VILLAGER
Maybe two.

EXT. STEAMSHIP - CONTINUOUS*

The Ticket Taker writes Yelena a ticket, rips it in half.*

Yelena boards, gets herded into the crowds, pushed on by men 
in uniforms. They force her in and she descends into the 
bowels of THE HULL -

INT. THE HULL - CONTINUOUS*

A cramped, dark space. The camera scans hundreds of peasants, 
displaced Jews, Italians, Armenians, Gypsies, packed in side *
by side. Yelena covers her nose and mouth as wailing babies *
and coughing men surround her. 

And as the crowd swells, a subtle ghostly glow appears over a 
woman standing amid the masses: Rachel. Pushed along, she 
cranes her neck, watching her daughter -

As a HUSKY MAN leers at Yelena, his threatening eyes evident 
behind his overgrown beard. Rachel stabs him with her eyes -

At the exact same moment he locks his on Yelena. Yelena looks 
away, to the stairs. She raises her eyebrows - somewhere 
there she senses a presence. And in that second -

She turns, stares down the brute, looks dead ahead and walks 
past him. His eyes narrow, he tugs at his beard like a grubby 
wretch. 

Finally, she spots a tiny space between two big, dirty men 
and wiggles in. One grunts, but moves over. Just a pinch. A *
YOUNG, PRETTY WOMAN smiles at Yelena. She smiles back. *

Yelena rolls up her ticket like a cigarette, shoves it into 
the secret fold - then feels something. She pulls out the *
singed picture of a woman. On the back, barely legible, “ELSA 
SINGER. 41 HESTER STREET.” 

Her eyes peer up and over the yellowed picture. She narrows *
them, suspicious, and examines the masses. Cold, tired, *
sickly people headed to someone in America.

INT. HULL - NIGHT

Yelena’s drifts off, then catches herself and forces her eyes 
open. In the blur, she sees the silhouette of the Husky Man 
push a petite woman into a dark corner. He rams her body into 
the wall, his big body hiding hers.
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Yelena panics, looks around for someone, anyone, to help the 
woman. But no one dares confront him. One by one, they turn 
away. Yelena stands - but the Big Man next to her gates her 
in with his big arm. She cannot move.

She struggles against him, bites his arm. He lets go in pain, 
and Yelena runs, clasps her hands together and socks the 
rapist in the back. 

He shoulders her off, as the Big Man reappears, pulls Yelena 
back by the hair, throws her back down onto the bench.

The Husky Man turns to his prey, and as she disappears behind 
his big body, he rapes her from behind. Yelena turns away.

INT. HULL - DAY

Huge waves of a ferocious storm toss the passengers into each 
other. Screams and wails add to the sound of vomiting and 
feet shuffling to a toilet already overflowing with feces and 
urine.

Yelena cups her hand over her mouth, falls back onto a creepy 
man who wraps his hands around her breasts. She twists her 
body back and forth - they both tumble over.

She rises first, thinks twice, and kicks him three times in 
the gut. She bobs her way to the other side. He wobbles up, 
then falls with the next wave and is knocked out cold. 

INT. HULL - 8 DAYS LATER - DAYBREAK*

Yelena sleeps standing up. Shouts of “There she is!” awaken *
her. All at once, the crowds bolt up, Yelena joining the *
lines winding their way up to the deck. *

She ascends out of the dark into a blinding white light. The 
warmth of the sun embraces her cheeks, even as the ship tilts *
sharply down to the left as the masses run to one side -

CAPTAIN
(over loudspeaker)

MOVE TO THE CENTER!  MOVE TO THE 
CENTER!

But no one moves. In face after exhausted face, there are 
only tears of joy. For there before them -

The Statue of Liberty.

Yelena’s trembling hand covers her mouth. Suddenly, she turns 
- notes the ghostly glow: Rachel. But Yelena cannot see her. 
There is no one there for her.
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INT. ELLIS ISLAND - DAY

A CLERK with a big face barks from his podium - 

CLERK 1
Do NOT come up to the podium until 
you are told!

The vast red brick hall is stuffed with exhausted Europeans 
standing in long lines. A LITTLE GIRL is ripped away from her 
mother, whisked away into quarantine. *

TREMBLING HANDS cling to tattered ID PAPERS. A PEN scribbles *
a name into a LOG. A face. Another name is entered - another 
face. A woman on line coughs, sinks to the floor. Her husband 
carries her off. 

But they’re intercepted by clerks, herded to the MEDICAL 
LINE. There, a DOCTOR listens to the woman’s lungs, then the 
husband’s.

DOCTOR
Tuberculosis. Quarantine.

He chalks the man’s lapel with a “T”, then the woman’s. 
They’re steered away - past more lines, more hopefuls, more 
sick people hiding their pink eye, glaucoma, to -

YELENA’S LINE.

Yelena cranes her neck, scans the people in front of her. 

CLERK 2
Your age, sweetheart?

Yelena looks at him, nods.

CLERK 2
Age?

He seizes her by the elbow - 

CLERK 2
You’re in the wrong line. You go to 
the children’s line. 

And as she walks to the back of the line, she scans the faces 
of the orphaned and separated - sickly, gaunt, pale, 
freezing. A little girl so skinny, it’s a wonder she’s alive. 
Yelena joins the back of the line.

A team of doctors prods and pokes each abandoned child, looks 
for signs of infection in their eyes, their ears, their 
scalps -
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CLERK 3
Don’t bother with these. Every last 
one of ‘em goes to quarantine.

A line of children is guided into a hall - locked in by a 
THICK BLACK DOOR as hopeless mothers and fathers watch. 
Yelena looks at the adult line - sees some set free to board 
the ferries.

She peeks over her shoulder - the Clerks’ back to her - and *
switches back to the adult line.

CLERK 1
And how old?

A young woman in front of Yelena meets the clerk.

YOUNG WOMAN
Eighteen.

He stamps a card, waves her through. Another young woman, the *
one who smiled at Yelena on the boat, ROSA FRIEDMAN.*

CLERK 1
Name? Your name!

Rosa looks at him, eyes questioning.*

CLERK 1 *
NAME! You have a name!?*

ROSA
Nom. Rosa. Rosa Friedman.*

Yelena listens closely.

CLERK 1
Do you have money?*

A VOLUNTEER - her badge reads “HEBREW IMMIGRANT AID SOCIETY” - *
pops up by her side.*

VOLUNTEER
(in Yiddish)

Money?

Rosa nods.

CLERK 1*
(impatient)

Where will you live?
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VOLUNTEER*
(in Yiddish)*

Do you have a place to stay?*

ROSA
(Yiddish)

77 East Fourth Street.

VOLUNTEER
Yes!

CLERK 1*
Do you have a job waiting?

VOLUNTEER
Tell him no or he’ll accuse you of *
treason.

ROSA
No.

The Clerk glares at the Volunteer. 

CLERK 1
Are you an anarchist?

VOLUNTEER
(in Yiddish)

The nerve to ask such a question. 
Tell the piece of shit no.

ROSA
No.

CLERK 1
How old are you?

VOLUNTEER
Say eighteen.

ROSA
(in Yiddish)

Eighteen.

The Volunteer taps her finger on the podium -

VOLUNTEER
Ha! Eighteen!

He waves her through, watches Rosa walk off. Shakes his head. 
Yelena steps up.

CLERK 1
Name?
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YELENA
(heavy accent)

My name is Yelena Goldman.

CLERK 1
You speak English. Goldman, Elena. 

YELENA
No, no! Ye - le - na.

She taps her finger on the log-in sheet, insisting.

CLERK 1
Ok! Ye-lena with a Y. Where will *
you live?

Yelena looks around. She has no idea. But then, she 
remembers. Pulls the picture out from her shawl - 

YELENA
41 Hester Street. With Elsa Singer.

And points to Elsa’s face.

CLERK 1
Do you have money?

YELENA
Not yet.

CLERK 1
Does Elsa Singer have money?

Yelena stares at him blankly.*

CLERK 1
Are you an anarchist?

Yelena looks to the volunteer. She shakes her head.

YELENA
No!

CLERK 1
Age?

Yelena fidgets -

CLERK 1
How old?!

The Volunteer steps forward - 
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YELENA
Eighteen!*

The Clerk looks at her for what seems like an eternity, *
narrows his eyes - but his hand comes down, stamps a card, 
waves her through.

EXT. THE BATTERY, FERRY SLIP - CONTINUOUS *

Pimps - cons, sharks, prostitutes - the unofficial welcoming *
committee for the disembarking Greenhorns.*

Yelena steps off - elbowed into the crowd. She reads the *
address again on her picture as - A HAND grabs her elbow -*

PIMP*
Sweet Miss! Allow me to help you.*

He wraps her arm around his, steers her to the side like a *
perfect gentleman -*

PIMP*
Where can I show you to?*

Rips the picture out of her hand -*

PIMP*
Hester Street. Ahh. Just a few *
blocks away.

AHEAD - a young man is “escorted” by slave traders into an *
alley as Rosa Friedman is swarmed by Madames posing as *
matchmakers.

MADAME*
You’ll need a husband. Such a *
pretty girl, too.*

MADAME 2
Only I have the best men for such a 
prize as you!

She grabs Rosa’s hand, pries a RING WITH A RED STONE off her *
finger. Rosa pulls her hand back just in time, breaks free, *
stumbles - *

As Yelena kicks the pimp hard in the balls - snatches her *
picture, snakes around DOCK LABORERS, grabs Rosa by the arm -*

And they break free! Each woman running in a different *
direction.*

AFTER A MOMENT -*
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Yelena steadies her pace, looks behind her:  drunks passed *
out on streets, infamous saloons like SPORTSMAN’S HALL, *
MAG’S, fish mongers speaking languages she’s never before *
heard.*

She trembles at this new world. But she marches onward past -*

EXT. ELIZABETH STREET - CONTINUOUS *

The raucous heart of Little Sicily.

A narrow street bursting at the seams with people and rows of 
PUSHCART VENDORS that clog the street selling fruit, hammers, 
shoelaces, fried chicken wings.

Yelena stands in front of VENIEROS PASTICCERIA, lusts after a 
cannoli in the window - 

As a horse and wagon squeeze through the swollen street, 
passing a storefront - *

IANOTTI SALUMERIA -*

Where a handsome young man lifts boxed goods into the store. 

CARLO, 18, muscular, hard-working, and a tough fighter when 
need be. Still, there’s an air of nobility about him.

And at the moment Yelena lusts after the cannoli, he looks up 
- their eyes meet.

WAGON DRIVER
That’s it, eh Carlo! Buongiorno!

Carlo looks away, answers -

CARLO
Giorno, Giovanni!

Turns back - and she is gone, faded back into the chaotic 
landscape.

INT. IANOTTIS - CONTINUOUS

Dry goods, cheese, links, fruit, pasta - Carlo stocks the 
shelves in the small bodega.

FRANCESCO
(Heavy Italian accent)

I want it swept, eh Carlo!

Carlo’s uncle - FRANCESCO IANOTTI - and store owner. 
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CARLO
Si Zio.

FRANCESCO
Ah, how much do I like this boy! 
Your papa used to say “show me a 
wise man and I’ll show you his 
clean house.”

A pebble rips across the room, beams Carlo in the calf. He 
falls back in pain, drops a bag of onions. From a corner, a 
giggle -

FRANCESCO
What’s this, eh? Paolo! And to my 
own son I say, “Show me a clown and 
I show you Paolo!” *

Another giggle - hidden in the corner - PAOLO, 16 - *
Francesco’s son. He emerges, a homemade slingshot in hand. 

PAOLO
Si, papa!

Carlo signals Paolo - “knock it off.” The boys stifle *
laughter - faces reddening, eyes bulging when - *

A BIG ITALIAN MAN walks into the store and it goes quiet.

BIG ITALIAN MAN
Tobacco. Questa. 

And they grow serious.

BIG ITALIAN MAN
Si. Si. Fatima.

Carlo spies him from the back. A few other customers walk in, 
blocking his view intermittently.

FRANCESCO
Fifteen cents.

He counts out the change one slow coin at a time.

BIG ITALIAN MAN
Bene. Fifteen. Grazie.

Paolo breathes a sigh of relief. The MAN tips his hat -

FRANCESCO
Prego.
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And walks out as casually as he walked in. Carlo watches him *
leave. Paolo watches Carlo.*

CARLO
Zio, I’m going to the toilet.

FRANCESCO
Piss fast!

CARLO*
I can piss fast, but the other end 
is not so fast.

POV Paolo watching Carlo disappear into a narrow alley.

EXT. ALLEY - CONTINUOUS

The Big Italian Man - VINCENZO SALERNO - waiting with two 
thugs - CHARLEY ROSE and BILLY LUSTIG, mean prizefighters 
from the Bowery. Carlo approaches, looking side to side.

VINCENZO
For you. First time only.

Ten dollars - more then Carlo’s had. Ever. 

VINCENZO
What’s your name?

CARLO
Carlo.

VINCENZO
(off Paolo)

And him?

Carlo turns to see Paolo waiting at the mouth of the 
alleyway. He shakes his head -

CARLO
He’s a boy.*

Vincenzo looks Carlo dead in the eye. After a moment, Carlo 
signals Paolo to join them.

Paolo shows, breathless.

VINCENZO
You run?

PAOLO
Like the wind.

Vincenzo and the two other brutes smile.
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VINCENZO
This is Charley. This is Billy. You 
show up at whatever factory they 
tell you. You take care of *
business. Capisce?

Carlo nods.

VINCENZO
CAPISCE!??

CARLO
Si Signore!

PAOLO
Si.

Carlo grabs Paolo’s collar, pulls him away.

EXT. THE BOWERY - CONTINUOUS*

Yelena continues her walk up a street lined with beer halls, *
saloons, opium dens. Beer wagons and alcohol runners clog the *
streets. *

Hookers bark from cellar steps luring work men in to their *
arms. Factory women shuffle by, pushing their way past the *
squalor on their way to work.*

Yelena stops, looks on in horror at this new world, 
hyperventilates. Still, she presses on -

Finally, she passes the first signs of “civilized” living - *
Italian bakeries, Chinese laundries, cobbler shops. *

A theater marquee showcases “The Melting Pot” by Israel *
Zwangill, Yiddish Broadway - a welcome sight.*

And for as far as her eye can see - *

SKYSCRAPERS. *

Six story, 20-story, 40-story. People with rising intent *
flowing in and out, free to succeed.*

The promised land. *

A tall, slim young man nods politely at her. AVRAM SINGER, *
20, a young progressive. He walks past the door of the *
Manhattan Lyceum. *

Yelena reads the Yiddish Lyceum sign - “FREE! Labor Meetings, *
English Lessons, Dance Lessons.” *
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She admires the young, independent women in flowing skirts *
and tidy hair. Her own clothes - dirty, stinky, browned with *
muck.*

She crosses the wide, jammed street to -*

EXT. FOURTH STREET - CONTINUOUS*

She sees a young woman walking fast, purposefully lugging a 
bundle of paper under her arm. CLARA LEMLICH, 26, Polish 
immigrant. Blazing, passionate eyes framed by short, pulled 
back hair. 

A young feminist.

FANIA
Clara! Wait - Clara!

FANIA COHN, 22, another fiery young woman. With her, the tall 
bespectacled Avram and his fiance, FAIGY, 18. Young immigrant *
socialists.

Clara shoves a flyer at Yelena, keeps moving.

CLOSE ON Flyer: “STRIKE AT THE TRIANGLE.”

CLARA
(to Yelena)

You must come!
(to Fania)

I’m late! Triangle!

FANIA
These must get to Pauline. She’s at 
headquarters. 

Clara barely stops, a pile of more flyers added to her load.

CLARA
Avram! Only three more days!

FAIGY
He’ll be at the Lyceum Sunday 
morning -

FANIA
And I’ll be dressing Faigy, the 
bride-to-be!

CLARA
The union can spare one day for 
your marriage. 

She crosses the street -
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CLARA
I’ll see you tonight! Cooper Union! 

AVRAM
We’re going to the dance hall 
tomorrow night!

Clara keeps moving - never stops. Waves her hand.

CLARA
Ich veys nisht!

Her voice trails away. She rushes off, a world to change.

FAIGY
Don’t know!? She never knows!

AVRAM
I know!

INT. TRIANGLE FACTORY - 10TH FLOOR - EXECUTIVE OFFICES*

MAX BLANCK, 40ish, stodgy co-owner of the Triangle. With him, 
ISAAC HARRIS, co-owner, and P.J. MCKEON, Building Specialist.

MAX
I can’t do that. These workers are 
quite desperate you know. They 
steal any scrap they can from me.

ISAAC
It’s not just good old American 
distrust of the Irish, WOPs, 
Chinks, Jews. It’s a good business 
to search them. We lose thousands 
of dollars per year.

P.J.
It’s simple. Chaining the doors is 
against fire regulation, gentlemen. 
The partitions block the one exit 
that isn’t locked and chained. Is 
it not good business to also 
protect the lives of your workers? 
You’ve already had five fires.

MAX
Pffft. It’s too much! Keeping track 
of so many girls who barely speak 
English. Really. You should try it.
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P.J.
Five hundred women on three floors, 
Max? Narrow exits, guards at the 
doors. Guards?

ISAAC
No one complains.

P.J.
No one dares.

ISAAC
Exactly.

P.J.
A sprinkler system for factories 
like yours... if they had them at 
the Newark fire last month, they 
would have saved more lives.

Max gives Isaac a skeptical side-eye.

P.J.
And, more importantly, inventory.

ISAAC*
Inventory? *

Max looks at Isaac again. Saving inventory is appealing.

ISAAC
And it worked in other factories?

P.J.
FIVE others. And this way I can 
guarantee you cheaper insurance 
rates. The cost of the system is 
minimal compared to the losses, in 
inventory, you would endure.

The two men contemplate.

MAX
The cost of the system -

ISAAC
The cost of the water -

Max taps his fingers on the table -

MAX
I don’t see it.
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P.J.
Max - no one will insure you. 

Max and Isaac look at each other again.

MAX
(sly grin)

They already have.

P.J. stares at the shrewd men. He sits back in his chair -

P.J.
You do know they’re going to 
protest again tonight? And the next *
night. And the night after that, ad 
infinitum, until that little Polish 
bitch Clara Lemlich is satisfied.*

A knock at the door. Vincenzo Salerno pokes his head in.

VINCENZO
Excuse me, gentlemen. 

He nods at Max. Closes the door.

MAX
We already took care of that bitch.

ISAAC
One step ahead, my friend. 
Sometimes two.

EXT/INT. STOREFRONT - WTUL HEADQUARTERS *

WOMAN’S TRADE UNION LEAGUE - a long, narrow room with LARGE *
WINDOWS on the street side. Ground zero for labor movement.*

Inside, SOCIETY WOMEN print flyers, paint protest signs, 
banners. Clara drops off flyers, makes greetings. She drops a *
SINGLE PIECE OF PAPER on a desk.

CLARA
I got one more.

The society women: JANE ADDAMS, LILLIAN WALD, MARY DREIER. 
The wealthy progressive set.

MARY
Only one?

Clara stops in her tracks, self-righteous -
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CLARA
We can’t bring in what we can’t 
feed. 

JANE
I’m sure she doesn’t mean it that 
way, Clara.

CLARA
Let me understand. I ask the 
volunteers to leave their jobs, 
risk their lives, starve their 
children. Is that, may I ask, what 
you are saying?

The society ladies look to each other -

JANE
We’re here to help. To do whatever 
it takes.

Clara softens - she has great respect for them, and great 
impatience for their naiveté about poverty’s bite. 

CLARA
They broke Ruth Hermann’s nose, and 
Sara Kirmeyer - they boxed her ears 
with such force, she will never 
hear the laughs of her child. The 
beatings grow more vicious. The 
rain and cold are just as punishing 
and most don’t eat so their 
children can. But our girls are out 
there - more want to be.
Whatever it takes? It takes money. 
It takes food.

The ladies look at one another - nod in agreement. They 
admire Clara’s fire, even if it burns them once in a while.

MARY
Consider it done.

Clara grins, a rare event - then gets right back to work.

JANE
Clara, have you eaten breakfast?

CLARA
A little later. I’ll take tea.
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EXT. HESTER STREET - DAY*

A Jewish paradise. Yelena takes it all in - people speaking *
Yiddish - animated, emotional, robust. 

Vendors selling potato  pancakes, delicatessen’s overflowing 
with pickled herring and smoked whitefish.

A DELI WINDOW - Yelena pauses - lusts for a taste - of 
anything. She turns, sees - 

41 HESTER STREET.

An angular, six-story tenement with two small front windows 
on either side of each floor.

She re-reads her crumpled picture: “Elsa Singer. 41 Hester 
Street.”

STEEP STAIRS - a 4-year old huddles there, beneath the rail.

A huge roll of fabric nearly clips Yelena's head. A TEEN-AGED 
BOY shoves past her, swings open the door, hauls the roll 
over his shoulder into the dark building. 

She follows him inside to -*

INT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - CONTINUOUS *

A dark, dark place overrun with the wails of babies, the BUZZ 
of countless sewing machines, delivery boys running up and 
down creaky stairs.

The door closes behind her. 

AHEAD - a narrow stairwell. She winces, plugs her nose. 

ON THE SIDES - apartments, four on each floor. Two in front, 
two in back. Air shafts, toilets on either side. ABOVE - *
endless stairs winding to what seems to be a dark hole in the 
sky. 

The Teen-aged Boy rounds the stairs, past the fourth floor, 
onto the fifth, then disappears.

Yelena knocks on the door of a noisy apartment. A MAN 
answers. Behind him, fifteen girls hunched over machines, 
cramped in -

A SWEAT BOX no bigger than a walk-in closet, stitching by *
candlelight. A wobbly old man irons on a makeshift board.
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MAN
Enough for today! Check back 
tomorrow!

SLAM! From the other side, a rushing woman squeezes past 
Yelena - thrusts open a door to the common toilet.

Yelena ventures upward - the Teen-aged Boy rounds his way 
down, moving fast -

TEEN-AGED BOY
Who do you look for?

YELENA
Singer. Elsa.

He rolls his fingers around his ears - signal for “crazy”.

TEEN-AGED BOY
Singer! Sixth floor. In the front.

And he’s gone - on to the next run. Yelena continues up, step 
by arduous step. Past an open air shaft. She looks down into 
it - GARBAGE. Heaps of it. 

THE SIXTH FLOOR - Yelena stops at the door, scared, nervous. 
She knocks. No answer. Another knock.

The door opens an inch - 

A WOMAN’S INTENSE BLUE EYE. The eye probes.

YELENA
Hello.

A pause. Still nothing.

YELENA
Elsa Singer? I’m from Grosvna.

The eye narrows.

YELENA
Yelena. Yelena Goldman.

The door clicks shut.

SHUT OUT - frustrated tears leak out. She’s so cold, so 
hungry. She walks to the stairs, looks down at the 
nothingness - 

But turns back, bangs on the door -
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YELENA
My mother sent me! Rachel Goldman. 

Another door opens - a woman’s SKINNY, MEAN FACE pops out. 
MRS. GIAMANCO from across the landing. She has a HUGE, 
CROOKED NOSE.

YELENA
(whimper)

Please. Don’t ignore me. 

From inside - a MAN and WOMAN argue.

MAN’S VOICE (O.C.)
What’s wrong with this crazy place? 
PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS YELLING!

WOMAN’S VOICE (O.C.)
Quiet!

MAN’S VOICE (O.C.)
Why is everyone yelling?

WOMAN’S VOICE (O.C.)
(bitter)

You blame me? Blame the statue. 
Huddled masses...

YELENA
I hear you! I am Goldman! From 
Grosvna! My mother is Rachel. 
Rachel Goldman. 

A pause. A long one.

YELENA
(defeated whimper)

Are you Elsa Singer? Are you so 
simple that you don’t even have -

The door opens. 

YELENA
- respect to meet me?!

ELSA SINGER, 60’s. A unique face, piercing blue eyes - the 
flame of hope long snuffed out. Bitterness coats her words.

ELSA
(Russian accent)

My mother’s dead.

Mrs. Giamanco still eavesdrops. Elsa flicks her tongue, the 
busybody gasps, slams the door.
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ELSA
Ten years now.

YELENA
May she rest in peace.

Elsa nods - annoyed by the memory - closes the door.

YELENA
Wait!

ELSA
I told you. My mother is DEAD! 
Gone. Passed. Kaput.

She pushes the door again, Yelena pushes back - 

YELENA
MY MOTHER’S ALSO DEAD!

Elsa stops.

YELENA
Beaten. Burned alive. Murdered. Our 
village was -

ELSA
(irritated)

I know of these stories!

Yelena trembles with desperation.

YELENA
One night. I can find another place 
tomorrow. Please. One. Night. 

Elsa sighs, and with hand across her cheek, turns away to 
shut out the desperation - 

YELENA
(weak, tearful)

I’m so tired.

Elsa looks at her again, sighs. 

ELSA
Got any money?

She reaches into her pocket, extracts two coins.

YELENA
Grivna.
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ELSA
No money. Food?

Yelena slumps, leans on the rail, slowly shakes head “no.” 
She coughs, covers her nose -

ELSA
Consumption!?

YELENA
The smell -*

Elsa rolls her eyes, then digs in.

ELSA
I’m no charity, understand. I’ll 
expect payment for the night’s stay 
when your first wage comes in.

Yelena perks up -

YELENA
Anything. I am ready to work. This 
minute.

Elsa opens the door, pulls Yelena in - then moves back with a 
pronounced limp.

INT. ELSA’S APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS*

ELSA*
You’d think you people would be 
smart enough to bring some money.

Elsa pokes her head out, makes sure no one’s watching. *
Inside:

TWO CROWDED ROOMS - a partition divides them.

In the FRONT - GRIMY WINDOWS - piles of ladies collars, *
spools of thread, needles. A mini sweatshop.

In the MIDDLE - a makeshift kitchen.

In the BACK - a tiny room filled by a SUNKEN MATTRESS. 

RABBI ITZHAK SINGER, 70s, lays on the mattress between 
blankets. He’s slipped into a world of his own, a world far 
away from his life in an infested tenement - Alzheimers.

He props himself up to see - speaks two octaves too loud. 

YELENA
Hello.
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ITZHAK
Is this the new goil?

Elsa scoops soup into a tin cup.

YELENA
What does he say?

Itzhak has a moment of clarity - recognizes a desperate 
greenhorn when he sees one.

ITZHAK
OY GEVALT! 

YELENA
It’s only - 

ITZHAK
A Jew goil with a dream! Just like 
you had Elsa!

YELENA
- one night.

ELSA
GENUG SHOYN! ENOUGH ALREADY! 

Elsa pushes the loud, cackling man down into his pillow - 
almost falls over her WOODEN LEG.

ELSA
(under her breath)

Disgusting!

She draws the patchwork curtain, thrusts the cup of chicken 
soup at Yelena who, through starving, stares at it like it’s 
poison.

ELSA
You’ll need strength for tomorrow. 
So you can WORK -*

(under her breath)
- and find a place to stay.

YELENA
I did not ask for your food.

ELSA
Are you so simple that you can’t 
respect my home and take my food?

Yelena turns away. Eats - painstakingly slowly - proudly 
hiding her hunger. 
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Elsa limps over - sniffs Yelena’s clothes - a soot stained 
skirt, a holey scarf, a tattered shawl. Elsa pulls off her 
clothes - but Yelena pulls back - 

ELSA
Give them to me! This is no time to 
make shy. You stink.

Elsa tugs them off until Yelena is naked - then fills a 
shallow wash tub with water. She shoves a crude bar of soap 
into Yelena’s hand.

ELSA
The water’s cold but it’s clean. 
When you’re done, you’ll put this 
on.

(hands her cotton slip)
After, I have enough heat to give 
you a hot tea so you don’t catch 
your death.

Yelena stands in the small tub, washes herself - trembling 
from the cold room, the cold water, the cold treatment.

Elsa scrubs the dirty clothes, opens the window, adds them to 
the colorless cluster of clothes on the web of makeshift 
lines.

She clears a space on the cheap sofa - just enough for a head 
- pulls up two rickety chairs, adds a thin blanket. She hands 
Yelena a scrap of fabric to dry herself.

ELSA
Come. You’ll sleep now.

Yelena lays her head on the sofa, her body across the chairs. 
She pulls up the blanket, then Elsa packs her in with a ton 
of fabric scraps. A terrible reality sinks in to Yelena. 

This place is far, FAR from the warmth of her mother, her 
home and the world she loved. Tears fall from her eyes. *

She looks down at Elsa’s wooden leg. 

ELSA
We cry on the first day of life. 
And the last.

ITZHAK
A furrier she was.

A KNOCK.
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AVRAM (O.S.)
It’s Avram and Faigy.

Elsa opens the door, lets them in, spies again to see if 
anyone’s watching. Avram hands a bag with food to Elsa, sees 
Yelena.

AVRAM
Hello.

YELENA
Hello.

Avram looks to Elsa - “who is she?” Elsa says nothing.

AVRAM
I am Avram.

YELENA
Yelena.

FAIGY
I am Faigy. We saw you outside. By 
the Lyceum.

YELENA
Yes.

AVRAM
You’re new?

YELENA
Early this morning.

Avram eyes Elsa - who is this?

ELSA
(matter of fact, jewish)

Some how she got my name and my 
picture.

AVRAM
You’re family?

YELENA
I don’t know. My mother is Rachel 
Goldman. From Grosvna.

AVRAM
Grosvna - ?

He looks to Elsa again - Grosvna? Elsa ignores him, looks 
through the bag.
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YELENA
You know this place?

AVRAM
I do know...

ELSA
(interrupts)*

She’ll stay for one night only.

AVRAM*
Tell me Yelena. Pogrom?

YELENA
The Cossacks. My shtetl was 
attacked. They burned my people, my *
mother, may she rest in peace. *
There are no Jews left in Grosvna.

AVRAM
May she rest in...

ITZHAK
THEY’RE ALL HERE NOW!

Elsa slams down a sweet potato.*

ELSA
No more talk of pogroms! These *
things happen and life goes on. I *
asked for a potato!

FAIGY
In America, we don’t let people 
burn alive. 

AVRAM
You must testify to my group. We 
chronicle these atrocities.

ELSA*
Avram! There is still work to do.*

AVRAM
You can decide later. You need 
rest. And then fun. Come with us 
tomorrow to the dance hall. Can you *
dance?

YELENA
With men?
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AVRAM*
Yessss! We’ll teach you the latest *
dances. There are people there, *
like yourself. And young. 

FAIGY
I’ll bring you a dress to wear. 

ELSA
Dancing is for fools.

FAIGY
You would like it - 

Avram swipes Faigy’s arm - “Don’t provoke her.”

FAIGY
If you had ever tried it. 

(under her breath)
Or anything happy.*

Faigy throws up her hands at Avram - “What? It’s the truth.”

AVRAM
Well. To work now, you know?

FAIGY
Elsa, do you have a work dress for 
Yelena?

Elsa looks at Faigy, narrows her eyes.

AVRAM
The factory owners will try to 
cheat you.

FAIGY
Perhaps she can find work at your 
job.

AVRAM
Rolling cigars? No. No job for 
feminine hands.

He shows his hands: browned with tobacco stains.

FAIGY
Plenty of women work there Avram!

ELSA
Brown hands is a small price to pay 
for food and -
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AVRAM
It’s NOT A SAFE PLACE for a woman. 
Trust me. They are not good men.

He looks at Faigy - she knows this.

AVRAM
Perhaps she can find a spot at your 
old job.

FAIGY
No no. We are going to strike at 
the Triangle tonight. Then the next 
day. And the next. You’ll be out of 
work by next week.

ELSA
Your strikes are foolish. Better 
you should mind your own business 
and be grateful for work.

AVRAM
The workers together will make a 
difference. 

FAIGY*
Do we not have the right to a fair *
wage? To visit the toilet without *
being followed? To not be caged in *
like animals? To speak?

AVRAM*
Factory owners will not be able to *
hold back the tide of change. No 
one can. No one ever has.

Elsa’s heard it all before. She sighs.*

FAIGY
We are human beings. Not beasts to *
be chained in.*

Elsa takes up a veil, sews.

ELSA
Yelena will work wherever there is 
work.

She stabs the needle into the sheer white fabric, knots the 
thread, hard.

FAIGY
Is that - my bridal veil?
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It is the bridal veil - an intricately sewn lace one. Avram 
looks lovingly at Faigy.

AVRAM
We’re to be married Sunday!

YELENA
Mazel tov!

Avram puts on his hat. Opens the door. Then with all 
sincerity -

AVRAM
Welcome Yelena. You will be welcome 
to our wedding as family.

He looks askance at Elsa.

ELSA
Go now!

Faigy tries to kiss Elsa - she turns away her cheek.

ELSA
Goodbye!

They leave. Elsa locks the door - turns and rolls her eyes. 
Yelena smiles, the first one in a long time. Family - she 
loves that word.

Elsa stitches exquisite, elaborate designs on the veil. Her 
fingers move fast - like Rachel’s once did.

ELSA
I hope your mother was smart enough 
to teach you to sew.

Yelena sits up - defensive, passionate.

YELENA
My mother stitched with such beauty 
that people in Grosvna stood on a 
long line to buy her creations.*

Elsa raises her eyebrows - quietly impressed.

ELSA
I asked if you sew.

Yelena burns a hole through Elsa’s back - why wouldn’t she 
know her mother’s craft? She says nothing - *

ELSA
Good. It’ll serve you well here.
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YELENA*
I will do whatever I must to repay *
you and to make my own way, my own *
home.

Elsa shrugs. Yeah yeah. 

EXT. MANHATTAN - SUNDOWN*

As the sun sets over Manhattan - From uptown to downtown, 
people everywhere moving fast. 

EXT./INT. VARIOUS - SUNRISE

CLARA - asleep, hunched over her desk at the WTUL.*

AVRAM - dressing for work. His stained hands tie a tie.*

CARLO - loads boxes, looks out at the sun with wonder and *
awe.*

ELSA - stares at her husband - shakes her head. Another day 
enduring a life she never wanted.

INT. ELSA’S APARTMENT - MORNING *

Yelena dresses quickly.*

ITZHAK*
WHO ARE YOU?*

Surprised, she looks over her bare shoulder.*

YELENA*
Yelena.*

ELSA*
Back to bed, Itzhak!*

She pushes him in to the room, practically throwing him down *
on the mattress.

YELENA*
He has much mishigost.*

ELSA*
He doesn’t remember who he is which *
is what I wish I could do. Move *
faster. Don’t get too cozy around *
here. *

YELENA
(off the tenement)

Cozy. 
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Elsa opens the door -

ELSA
Take this.*

She hands Yelena a napkin. Inside, a bread roll. *

ELSA*
And stay quiet! The walls have big *
ears.*

Mrs. Giamanco peers out the door. Elsa looks right at her. *

ELSA*
And big noses.*

MRS. GIAMANCO*
Jew!*

ELSA*
Wop!

Giamanco slams the door.*

EXT. HESTER STREET - CONTINUOUS*

Yelena and Elsa walk quickly along, despite Elsa’s limp.*

YELENA*
You don’t like the Italian *
neighbor.*

ELSA*
Neighbors and family are like *
gefilte fish. They should only *
appear once a year.*

YELENA*
I won’t be with you for long, you *
know. I will make my own way to be *
an American and have a business of 
my own. Then I will make my family *
here.*

ELSA*
That’s what they all say. *

And before Yelena can say another word -

ELSA
Look at this shit hole of a pit! *
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Ahead - people crammed into narrow streets, filthy sewer 
water running down the side of the street, orphan children 
hawking goods.

ELSA
It’s packed with poor people who *
have little food, little homes but *
big, stupid families. *

She moves on in disgust -

YELENA*
But in America there is hope. There *
is opportunity.*

Elsa stops, looks dead in Yelena’s eyes.

ELSA*
It’s not what you think Yelena. *
These are big dreams you have, *
dreams that are only for the lucky *
few and the rich. Here there is *
only poverty. And hard work.

Yelena looks at the throngs of poor people.*

ELSA*
Better that you have no children.*

INT. CHAZR MARKT - LATER *

A labor market where day laborers are matched to non-union *
sweatshops for bottom of the barrel wages. Wall to wall *
people, loud voices - people trading people, calling out. *

Elsa marches up to a TRADER and holds out Yelena’s hands.*

ELSA*
Unimaginable skill.*

Elsa’s desperate. She’ll do anything, say anything to get *
this girl out of her life.*

TRADER*
She speaks English?*

ELSA*
She’s American.*

TRADER*
Who says?*
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YELENA*
(proud)*

I do. I am American.*

ELSA*
(rolls her eyes)

She can work. *

The Trader sizes her up.*

ELSA*
She. Can. Work.*

The Trader hands Yelena a slip of paper with an address. *

TRADER*
The Triangle.*

(to Yelena)*
Can you work a sewing machine?*

Yelena rolls her eyes. *

YELENA*
I was born working a sewing *
machine.*

TRADER*
Go. Now. They are waiting. You sure *
she can work?*

ELSA*
Talent runs in my family like a *
roach in your kitchen.*

TRADER*
You are not so funny, woman.*

Yelena looks twice at Elsa - “family?”

EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS *

YELENA*
What is Triangle?*

ELSA*
Shirtwaists.*

Elsa stops - picks up some NEW YORK TIMES pages strewn in the *
street. Opens the paper, finds a MACY’S AD featuring the 
stylish shirtwaists.

She turns Yelena sharply by the shoulders, points out the ad.*
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ELSA*
Shirtwaists. Blouses. *

Yelena’s eyes light up - she loves the shirtwaists.*

ELSA*
(sarcastic)

Clothes for liberated women. *

YELENA*
I am liberated and I...*

ELSA*
(bitter)

What do you know from a liberated 
woman?

She touches Yelena’s dress - moves close in to her.

ELSA
You have no clothes. No money. No 
friends. And no home.

Elsa turns on her heels, limps ahead. Yelena follows, her *
face red with both anger and sadness at the blunt truth and 
the more blunt delivery.

Elsa stops - points ahead.

ELSA*
Go on. Straight ahead ‘til you *
reach the arch and then to the 
right.

Yelena watches her limp away.

YELENA
(calling after her)

I will be an American. And I will 
own my own shop and sell and wear 
exquisite clothes like no others.

Elsa waves her hand, dismissing her. Yeah yeah.

EXT. ST. MARK’S PLACE - CONTINUOUS*

Yelena passes a tall, muscular man, MR. SEAN MCDONALD, who *
takes up most of the street, willfully elbowing men then *
glaring at them lest they complain. *

In every way he’s bully. He pinches an Italian woman on the *
butt, then stares her down when she looks at him.*
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ITALIAN WOMAN*
Brutto!*

He walks past the WTUL Headquarters - grabs a pile of HORSE *
SHIT, tosses it in. He walks off, laughing.*

INT. WTUL HEADQUARTERS - CONTINUOUS*

Women scream - the horse shit scores a direct hit at Clara. *

VOLUNTEER*
Only a pig would do such a thing.*

CLARA*
Don’t insult pigs. *

She wipes her face, barely flinching.

CLARA
We keep our minds on the task.*

INT. BOUTIQUE - CONTINUOUS*

From behind a mannequin standing in a shop window, we see *
Yelena stride purposefully forward - but she stops, backs up 
and as the camera angle reverses, we see her looking in at - 

EXT. BOUTIQUE - SAME  

A WHITE DRESS so exquisitely beyond anything she ever 
imagined. She nears the glass, places her hands on it. Her 
eyes dig in at the masterpiece.

They trace the superb stitching, the lace bodice, the easy 
flow of the skirt. Around the waist, a belt, adorned on the 
side with tiny lace roses at the end of a dangling gold 
chain.

FLASHBACK: Yelena admiring a WHITE LACE BODICE Rachel holds 
up to the candlelight, inspecting. 

Until we’re back in at Yelena -

EXT. BOUTIQUE - CONTINUOUS

Marveling at a delicate lace tiara nestled in the wig atop 
the mannequin. Around the neck, iridescent PEARLS. Yelena 
lightly touches her own neck when -

The BOUTIQUE OWNER, a woman, barges out of the shop. 
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SHOP OWNER
(French accent)

Get away, you! You’ve no money to 
buy my dress. Go Jew!

She grabs Yelena’s hands, yanks them off the window -

SHOP OWNER
Go on! Don’t come back!

(in French)
My god, her dirty little hands all 
over my window! 

Yelena walks backward, her eyes still on the dress. She 
shifts them, and burns a hole into the Woman’s back. And as 
the Woman turns to give Yelena one last nasty look -

Yelena resumes her journey up the street until - up ahead, a *
clearing. She cranes her neck forward as the street widens at *
the mouth. And there it is -*

THE MAGNIFICENT ARCH -

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - CONTINUOUS*

The glorious symbol proclaiming the entrance to a sanctuary *
of green amid the concrete skyline - Washington Square Park. *

Genteel brownstones with lace-curtained windows line one side *
of the park. On the other side, the prestigious high-rises of *
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY. *

Around the fashionable square, hustle and bustle of free *
Americans headed to work: This fine woman in a shirtwaist, a *
man in a fedora, this man checking his fine pocket watch.*

Yelena’s eyes sink in shame - she is no American in her *
borrowed clothes and ways from the shtetl. A local professor, *
a gentleman, nods at her.*

PROFESSOR
Good day, miss!

She nods back, passes him, then mumbles to herself - *

YELENA*
Good day, Miss.*

Her spirits rise as she studies the maze of side streets to *
the left of her, looking for the factory, and passes a *
Patrolman proudly astride his horse on a bridle path. *

She turns onto a narrow block - GREENE STREET. *
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Tall loft buildings box in sidewalks alive with activity, *
shippers trundling in crates and horse drawn wagons lining *
the curbs.*

Professors and students walk to lectures. A student squeezes *
past Yelena, heading toward -*

GOLDMAN’S - a tiny deli on the corner. LENA GOLDMAN sweeps *
the sidewalk in front of her business. FACTORY WORKERS exit *
with bagels and bialys in hand, and push past Yelena, into *
the mouth of the ASCHE BUILDING - *

AS JUST THEN - *

The ominous building rises TEN stories above her. A sign  *
looms way up above her like both a liberator and a monster - *

TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY.*

Below the sign, a RUSTY FIRE ESCAPE hangs by a hair in front *
of tall, filthy windows. But Yelena is all smiles. Her new *
job. Her new life. Liberation.*

INT. ELEVATOR - CONTINUOUS*

A hoard of women clamors into the elevator, talking, *
gossiping, coughing. Yelena stands there in the cold, dark *
lobby. JOSEPH ZITO, 27, a kind gentleman, works the elevator.*

JOSEPH ZITO*
Miss? Coming in?*

Yelena steps in, grasps the sidewalls, scared. The doors *
barely shut when a man’s hand pulls them apart. It is Sean *
McDonald, the man who tossed horse dung into the WTUL. He *
elbows his big body in - *

Shoves out a few women. Joseph rolls his eyes. Yelena sniffs *
the air - follows the odor to a flask inside McDonald’s coat *
pocket.*

JOSEPH ZITO*
Going up!*

The elevator - rickety blackened metal scarred by rust scum, *
jerks up. Yelena steadies herself against the wall, looks up *
at the abyss.*

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS*

JOSEPH ZITO
Eighth Floor! Watch your step, 
ladies -
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The elevator cage opens. The ladies step aside, let McDonald *
out first. *

JOSEPH ZITO
(rolls his eyes)

And gentleman.

They pile out and the elevator closes, re-opens to the -*

INT. 9TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

JOSEPH ZITO
9TH FLOOR! Watch your step!

Yelena, still terrified at the new contraption, fights off *
the exiting crush of women lining up to enter through ONE *
NARROW DOOR - the ONLY entrance to the factory itself. ONLY *
ONE PERSON can pass at a time.*

A WOOD PARTITION separates the doorway from the factory. And *
as Yelena finally passes through, past the partition, a guard 
sizes her up with his eyes. She dares look right back at him -

As the massive factory unfolds before her. Women rush down 
rows and rows of endless SEWING MACHINES - every nook and 
cranny packed with Singer’s, Wilcox’s and Gibbs.’

Yelena watches the women settle in as nothing but a sea of 
faces - at least 250 of them - emerges before her. The camera *
travels through the rows to reveal - 

SEVEN LONG WOODEN FABRIC CUTTING TABLES - wall to wall, *
stacked up in rows. PILE UPON PILE OF PATTERNED FABRICS laid *
out over tables. The cutters, all men, slice through the *
piles of fabric with industrial shears. *

And hanging from the ceiling and the wall, FLIMSY PAPER 
PATTERNS.*

AT THE END OF THE LARGE ROOM -*

TWO EXITS - barred by two tables, squeezed in, obstructing *
the path to a skinny, dilapidated FIRE ESCAPE.*

A WOMAN’S DRESSING ROOM next to the exit, separated from the *
shop by yet another WOOD PARTITION.*

Yelena’s worn shoes walk through narrow aisles, pass TROUGHS, *
tons of them, loaded waist-high with piles of finished *
fabric.*

Above each trough -*

ONE RED WATER BUCKET.*
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CREAKING WOODEN FLOORS - the sound follows her across the *
floor until she stops at the desk of DINAH LIPSCHITZ, who *
doesn’t bother to look up at her.

YELENA*
(clears her throat)

I am here. To work.*

DINAH*
MR. BERNSTEIN! 

MR. MCDONALD*
(to Yelena)

Ya gonna stand there all day, lass? *
You gotta work like the rest of us, *
princess.*

A short, strong man, MR. BERNSTEIN, arrives, takes her arm as *
if he’s taking her out to the dance floor.

MR. BERNSTEIN *
What’s your name, young lady?*

She pulls her arm away -

YELENA*
Yelena Goldman.*

MR. BERNSTEIN*
Yes. Yelena. I am Mr. Bernstein. *

He guides her through a narrow row to the one open machine - 
another woman appears -

MR. BERNSTEIN 
This is Fannie Lansmer. She’ll be 
watching you.

FANNIE LANSNER
You sew?*

YELENA
Like the wind.

A floor girl, ROSARIA MALTESE (12) appears, hands Yelena a *
big pile of fabric. Yelena sits, stares.*

She’s never seen a sewing machine in her entire life. *

She feels her way around the machine - turns to make sure no *
one is watching. She has no idea what to do.*
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KATERINA MALTESE (18,) points to the foot pedal, secretly *
gestures to Yelena how to sew. Her sister, LUCIA MALTESE *
(18), sits next to her.

LUCIA
Watch her.*

She points to YETTA BERGER, (16,) stitching away. *

KATERINA
She’s the star.*

Yetta turns to Yelena, smiles.*

YETTA*
If I am such a star, then tell me, *
why am I so poor? Don’t let it *
scare you. It’s just a little *
machine.

Yelena looks at the machine, determined. Some girls, who *
can’t be more than 12 years old, chuckle at the new hire.*

MARIA LAULETTI*
Just get here?*

VINCENZA BILLOTA*
Of course she did. *

Yelena raises her eyes at Vincenza - how does she know?

VINCENZA BILLOTA
The dress.

YELENA*
Yesterday.*

KATERINA
She’s skinny, like that one.*

A FEW MACHINES OVER - Rosa Friedman. The young girl she *
helped at the ferry.*

YETTA*
Don’t worry. Soon you’ll be fat and *
healthy like me.*

MARIA*
Me too.*

She pats her pot belly. Their manner so endearing, so true. *
Yelena inhales - McDonald passes down the aisle. *
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MR. MCDONALD
SHUT IT UP OR I’LL SACK YOU HERE 
AND NOW!

The ladies look down. Determined and fast, Yelena mimics *
Yetta: folds the fabric, lines it up under the needle, turns *
the rotator, presses the pedal. *

Suddenly, she’s sewing. *

In the corner, Rosa Friedman twists her ring with the red *
stone. She’s nervous too, overwhelmed by her new life. But *
she too starts to sew.*

MR. MCDONALD*
And who is this fine little lady?*

Rosa puts her head down.*

MR. MCDONALD*
You sure are pretty. Do you speak *
English?*

ROSA*
A little.*

From down the row, Fannie glares at Mr. McDonald.

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - LATER*

The crowds continue to move, the ebb and flow of New Yorkers. *
Clara arrives as her allies begin to amass for the strike on *
the Triangle.*

INT. YELENA’S WORK STATION - LATER*

POV Yelena at clock: 4:00. A few ladies sneak bites of food. *
Yelena looks all around.*

YELENA*
(stands up)*

Where is the bathroom?*

The ladies force her down. *

IDA BRODSKY*
No! You will be fired if you go! *
You must wait for one more hour.*

She sits. McDonald comes back around.*

MR. MCDONALD*
You owe me one more hour! Keep *
working.*
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Smug, he walks toward the door, tugs at the HEAVY CHAINS *
wrapped around the knobs. He grins again at Yelena. On *
instinct, she puts down her head. 

When he leaves, she looks again at the thick chains -

IDA BRODSKY*
We are just here to work. Only to *
work.*

ANNA ALTMAN*
It’s better that way.*

INT. WOMEN’S DRESSING ROOM - LATER*

Yelena and others clog the one bathroom on the floor. One *
applies lipstick, one wipes the back of her neck with a cold *
towel. Several ladies sing.*

YETTA*
You will have the machine mastered *
in no time. Where are you from?*

The girls find their way out, stand in a long, slow line of *
women waiting to exit.*

YELENA*
Ukraine.*

Rosa Friedman stands behind her, the crowd pushing this way *
and that.*

YELENA*
(in Yiddish)

Do you remember me?*

ROSA*
(in Yiddish)

I am Rosa. Rosa Friedman.

YELENA*
I am Yelena Goldman!*

There is so much Yelena wants to say to Rosa, but she is 
interrupted -

YETTA*
Yelena, you must walk home with me. *
You can meet my brother. He will *
make a good match for you.*

YELENA*
I’m not looking for a husband.*
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MARIA LAULETTI*
Don’t be foolish. A woman needs a *
man to protect and provide for her. *

The ladies around her nod in agreement.*

PROVIDENZA*
Every woman needs a husband.*

YETTA*
Yelena Goldman! One of those *
liberated women!*

The ladies laugh. Yelena massages her sore arms until at last 
they make it to the door, only to be searched by the rough *
Guard. He feels up Yelena’s backside. *

She hops, slaps his face. He rears back, raises his fist - *
but Yetta pulls Yelena back.

YETTA*
She doesn’t mean anything by it.*

She nods at the Guard. The crowd pushes them into the dark *
elevator.*

YELENA*
Why do they search us?*

JOSEPH ZITO*
Going down!*

ANNA ALTMAN*
We might steal a loose scrap of *
fabric here or there. Why not?

YETTA*
They have the power. We need the *
money. It’s business.*

YELENA*
I will never let that man touch me.*

The other ladies in the elevator chuckle. Yeah, right. *

AT THE GROUND FLOOR -*

The ladies spill out.*

YETTA*
We’ll meet tomorrow. We’ll get a *
Bialy and ride up together.*

Yelena sighs.*
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PROVIDENZA*
It’s hard. At first. But you will *
get used to it. You’ll learn when *
to drink water so you won’t have to *
go to the bathroom and when the *
moment is right to eat. *

YETTA*
It’s just business, see?*

Yelena watches exhausted little girls, eight and ten year-*
olds, emerge from the elevator.*

YETTA*
Have you ever had an egg-cream?*

YELENA*
Egg-cream?*

YETTA*
They’re in Brooklyn, but a tiny *
shop sells them here for three *
cents.*

YELENA*
Is it American?*

YETTA*
It’s Jewish American!*

YELENA*
Jewish American? Then I WILL have *
an egg-cream!*

They exit the building to a strike.

EXT. TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY - CONTINUOUS*

FROM HIGH ABOVE -*

A protest packed with angry women clots the cold streets *
outside the Triangle. Women huddle together for warmth and *
strength.

LARGE BANNERS - in Italian, Hebrew, Yiddish, English. “LADIES *
WAIST AND DRESSMAKERS UNION,” “LOCAL 25”, “UNITED HEBREW *
TRADES OF NEW YORK.” *

ANGRY FEMALE VOICES - bouncing off buildings, echoing down *
the canyons. Clara is on the front lines side by side with *
Avram and Faigy.*
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The exhausted factory workers spill onto the street - fear *
scorched on their faces, they push through to escape the *
blitz. *

Yelena weaves through, covers her ears.*

FLASHBACK: Thundering horses mounted by Cossacks storm 
through her shtetl.

BACK TO PRESENT

Rosa falls underfoot - climbs her way back up, fiercely *
pushes through.*

Yelena, separated from Yetta, covers her face, finds a *
corner. In the distance, she sees - *

STRIKE BUSTERS laying in wait - a crop of hired thugs to *
punish protestors. *

Among them, Carlo, Paolo, Billy Lustig and Charlie Rose - *
American Cossacks. Carlo, shocked, mildly pushes a protestor. *

But Billy punches a woman square in the face - Carlo stops 
dead in his tracks, watches her go down. He looks side to 
side - decides whether to run off or stay. He stays.

Yelena’s eyes, wild with fright. She’s about to faint. An *
elbow hits her hard - *

And the crowd grows more violent. Clara grabs Yelena’s hand *
and pulls her away. And they run. *

Run with the rest of the protestors, scattering. Clara and *
Yelena pull into an alley, joined by Avram and Faigy. *

AVRAM*
Yelena!

Clara takes off in the other direction.*

CLARA*
I’m going back.*

Avram grabs her by the arm.*

AVRAM*
It’s better to hide, renew strength *
then come back at them.*

She shakes herself free. Storms off.*
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EXT. TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY - AFTER*

The square has been cleared of protestors. Blood stains the *
streets which are littered with broken signs, ripped *
clothing, and even some unconscious, beaten bodies.*

INT. CARLO’S BEDROOM - THAT NIGHT*

A dark, spartan room no bigger than a shoebox. Carlo sits on *
his bed - panting. He puts his head in his hands. Then rises, 
looks around his room until he spots his nice shoes.

INSERT SHOTS -

HANDS shine the shoes -

The shoes tap out a rhythm -*

A HAND slicks back hair - *

SUSPENDERS snap into place - *

Carlo likes what he sees in his rusty mirror: a dashing man *
ready for a night on the town. He dances - practicing moves. *
Twirls his imaginary partner, dips her, kisses her. *

PAOLO (O.S.)*
Carlo! I’m leaving, Carlo.*

CARLO*
One minute!*

PAOLO (O.S.)*
(in Italian)*

Let’s go! You take as long as a *
girl. *

He forces open the door.*

PAOLO*
(in Italian)*

Look at this! What a pretty girl!*

Paolo swats him lightly - upsets the perfect hair.*

CARLO*
Bastardo!*

EXT. ELIZABETH STREET - NIGHT  *

The streets are packed, noisy. Carlo and Paolo walk *
excitedly.*
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PAOLO*
At midnight, we go to the Parlor. *
There, women sing like sirens on *
the shore - completely naked! *

CARLO*
Ah che Belissima!*

Paolo stops him -*

PAOLO*
Tonight, I pay for my cousin to see *
seni enormi! (huge breasts)*

Paolo cups his hands in front of his chest, then loudly *
flashes a FIVE DOLLAR BILL Vincenzo palmed him on the sly.*

PAOLO*
From Vincenzo.

He snatches the bill away, shoves Paolo into an alley, grabs 
him by the collar.

CARLO
You’re so young! NEVER let anyone 
know you have that money.

PAOLO*
I can do what I want.

CARLO*
You will listen to me! 

He pushes him back. Hard.

CARLO
You want to be a man? Never tell to 
no one what we do. Not one person! 
What we do is ugly, capisce? No ce 
una cosa nobile. It’s just for now 
so we can save for our wine 
business.

PAOLO*
But I can do more.

CARLO*
No! You can’t. 

Carlo straightens up Paolo’s collar. Paolo breaks away, runs. 
Carlo chases - the boys disappear down the street.*
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INT. MANHATTAN LYCEUM - LATER*

Crazed couples - lots of them - dancing to the latest parlor *
songs. *

AN ENERGIZED MELTING POT - Italians, Irish, Polish, Russians, *
Spanish, French, Jews, Chinese - all chattering in their own *
tongues, smoking, dancing.*

THE BAND -*

Young Jewish men, a BLACK MAN on piano, another on trumpet. *
They pound away at Berlin’s “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” *

AT THE DOOR -*

People paying the DIME entry. GIRLS EVERYWHERE - Carlo and *
Paolo survey the selection.*

ON THE DANCE FLOOR -*

Avram and Faigy cuttin’ the rug, moving with the crowd. A *
moment’s respite from factory work, pogroms, tenement life.*

IN THE CROWD -*

Yelena - in Faigy’s light blue dress. *

Transformed magically into the young, exquisitely beautiful *
girl that she is. Yetta finds her.*

YETTA*
Yelena! This is my brother Yankel. *
I told him all about you.

YELENA*
I am Yelena.*

YANKEL*
Would you like to dance?*

Yankel is not handsome and quite skinny. But he offers his *
hand - a real gentleman. Yelena hesitates - Yetta brings *
their hands together as Avram and Faigy pass by.*

FAIGY*
Yelena, dance! You’ll never learn *
if you don’t try!*

AVRAM*
Perhaps she’s shy. They don’t dance *
with men where’s she’s from. Faigy! *
Leave the girl alone!*
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Avram steers his nosy fiance back to the dance floor.*

FAIGY*
How will she ever catch a husband?*

Yankel dances quite well, showing Yelena a good time. Her *
smile electrifies the room.*

FROM ACROSS THE ROOM -*

Carlo freezes, goes weak in the knees. *

He once again beholds the most beautiful woman he’s ever seen *
in the world: *

YELENA. *

People push by, but he’s frozen in place - Like *
Michelangelo's DAVID.*

He studies her every move - the eyelids blanketing her blue *
eyes, the strands of silky brown hair wisping around her *
face.*

BUT THEN -*

A slow song comes on. A dapper IRISH MAN grabs her away from *
Yankel.*

Carlo’s smile drops. A romantic song, a slow song, and the *
opponent holding her close to his chest. She tries to wiggle *
free -

His heart sinks to his gut - *

He pushes his way through the dancing couples. Dashing to one *
side, avoiding twirling hands swinging through the air. *

YOUNG GIRL*
Carlo! *

He turns, cropped by a pair of dancing hands. *

HIS HAIR! He slicks it back again, panicked, upset, but -*

In front of him - *

YELENA.*

He’s waited all his life - he’ll wait no more. He taps Irish *
on the back.*

CARLO*
May I?*
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Irish shakes his head “no” - *

But it’s too late. Yelena is lost. Trapped in Carlo’s brown, *
brooding eyes. Irish rolls his eyes, turns -*

And plows into Paolo.*

And standing there - *

Staring at each other -*

YELENA AND CARLO.*

He offers his hand - *

She slips hers inside - *

MAGIC. *

They dance. The world stops. From across the dance floor, *
Faigy eyes them - tugs Avram toward the couple.*

AVRAM*
What now?*

FAIGY*
SHE’S DANCING WITH AN ITALIAN!*

He looks at Carlo.*

AVRAM*
So?*

FAIGY*
So the Italian man is more skilled *
at the art of seduction than any *
other man.*

Avram grimaces.*

FAIGY*
FAR beyond the average man.*

AVRAM*
And how do you know this?*

She looks away. Suddenly, Avram dances her in the other *
direction.*

FAIGY*
Wait! She’s so young.*

AVRAM*
So is he. Leave them alone.*
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He plants a big kiss on her mouth - shuts her up.*

EXT. MANHATTAN LYCEUM - CONTINUOUS*

Clara walks past, disheveled, purposeful and unimpressed at *
the gathering of the young dancing without a care in the *
world.*

INT. MANHATTAN LYCEUM - CONTINUOUS*

Irish taps Carlo on the shoulder -*

IRISH FELLA
Ya goddamn degos think you’re so 
fine with that slicked back oily 
hair of yours.

Punches him hard! Paolo punches Irish, a wicked right to the *
kidneys -*

Irish, a devastating left. No one can break it up - *

Paolo pulls a knife. Carlo snaps out of his fantasy, hurls *
his body between the scrappers - kicks the knife away - *

Yelena screams -*

Other men join the revelry - Paolo wallops another DAPPER *
DAN, Carlo, knocked over the head, then guts a Chinese man. *

BURLY RUSSIAN MEN ARRIVE -*

Grab up the offenders, throw them out the door.*

THE CROWD GOES WILD - the music continues as -*

OUTSIDE

Paolo and Irish curl up in pain, Carlo lets go of another man *
he’s bested. It’s clear he’s the best fighter there.*

Slowly, the fighters rise, spy the other man - beaten, *
bruised, bloodied. Paolo retrieves his knife.*

They nod at each other, respectfully - “Good show.” They *
chuckle - their eyes say “Let’s get a shot.”*

BUT whistles, footsteps - the POLICE.*

Carlo runs, hides in the alley - Paolo, Irish, the others *
scatter in different directions.*

Avram chases Faigy, towing Yelena away.*
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CARLO*
WAIT!*

Yelena turns - Faigy tugs. The Police round the corner -*

CARLO*
WHAT’S YOUR NAME?*

FAIGY*
Let’s go, Yelena!*

YELENA*
I AM YELENA GOLDMAN OF HESTER *
STREET.*

CARLO*
WHAT!*

AVRAM*
Quiet! Don’t tell everyone where 
you live!

YELENA*
YA LAY NAH!*

CARLO*
(to himself)*

Ya lay nah. Ye len a. Yelena. *

He sighs, leans against the wall.*

CARLO*
Yelena of Hester Street. Mamma mia!*

The Police arrive - Carlo sprints down the street. He is too *
fast for them. 

EXT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - LATER*

Yelena looks out the window at the falling soft rain. In the 
background, Elsa is lecturing but Yelena tunes her out, looks 
out 

ON THE STREETS

Carlo moves like a cat, checks behind him. A few Jewish boys *
spot him. Point. He’s in the Jewish section, unwanted. He *
runs - *

Pulls under an awning, shakes rainwater from the brim of his *
hat, looks up to feel the rain on his face, sees -*

YELENA - her face in a window. *
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CARLO*
(to himself)*

Yelena.*

He surveys the building - THE FIRE ESCAPE - rusty, bent, *
collapsed in spots. *

He shimmies up, straining, pulling, scaling the thin, rusted *
rail inch by inch, all the while checking behind him. *

The sixth floor inches away - he loses his footing, thumps *
hard against the brick wall. Nothing will stop him.*

THE SIXTH FLOOR WINDOW! Carlo waves his hand toward Yelena. *
She’s gazing still. He waves faster. Still doesn’t see. He *
thrusts out his LEG. *

POV Yelena. A MAN’S FOOT - she tumbles back, startled. Carlo *
tumbles - Yelena jumps, raises the window -*

AND THEIR EYES MEET AGAIN- a moment, an eternity.*

He sits, pulls a crumbled paper bag from his coat - A PEACH. *
He hands it to Yelena - she has no idea what it is.*

CARLO*
Pesca. A peach.*

She smells it - a new fruit, new aroma - eyes widen.*

He cuts a slice with his pocket knife, holds it out for her. *
She bites it, slow. Her eyes widen -*

YELENA*
Geshmak!*

CARLO*
Geh mar kish?*

Yelena chuckles.*

YELENA*
Good. Very good.*

He smiles, cuts her another piece.*

CARLO*
For Yelena. I am Carlo.*

YELENA*
Carlo. You are Italian?*

He nods, cautiously optimistic. Her eyes look down.*
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CARLO*
From the great Mt. Vesuvius. You *
heard of it, no?*

YELENA*
Tell me.*

CARLO*
It’s a beautiful land with *
sunflowers like golden rings and *
velvet, green hills.*

Yelena smiles - sounds like paradise.*

CARLO*
The volcano came alive one day, *
spitting fire. My parents - *

He rolls his hands - “swept away.”*

YELENA*
I see.*

CARLO*
You are Jewish.*

She nods “yes”, cautious.*

YELENA*
From Russia. A fire took my mother *
and my people. A pogrom.*

CARLO*
I know of these burnings.*

Yelena looks down, nervous -*

YELENA*
You don’t mind? That I am a Jew?*

Carlo smiles softly, shakes his head “no.” Their eyes lock *
again. Carlo looks away.*

CARLO*
You like America?*

She nods.*

YELENA*
I am here in America only two days *
and I love it.*

CARLO*
This America is life.*
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YELENA*
What will you do?*

CARLO*
I will sell olive oil and one day, *
wine.*

YELENA*
Wine!*

CARLO*
Then you will be my first customer.*

YELENA*
Do you have a sweet, red wine?*

CARLO*
Only the best - from Toscana. For *
you, beautiful lady.*

He kisses her hand. She pulls it away.*

YELENA*
You are a very kind wine seller!*

He stops joking -*

CARLO*
You are magic.*

Yelena blushes - nibbles the last peach slice. Silence.*

CARLO
And what will you do?

YELENA*
I will open a dress shop and dress 
the finest ladies of New York in my 
marvelous creations. Today, I found *
work so I can be an American.*

CARLO*
No family?*

YELENA*
I have Elsa Singer. And I met Avram *
and Faigy. I think they’re family. *
Yes, they are.*

CARLO*
I have lived here, in this city, *
for ten years. I have my uncle and *
my cousin Paolo. 
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But tonight - tonight is the first *
night I feel alive. Tonight, I feel *
like I belong to America.*

She stands, exuberance pounding inside her -*

YELENA
I AM AMERICA!*

Carlo laughs, pulls her back. They inch closer to one *
another. The rain hastens - THUNDER! Carlo protects her, *
wraps his arms around her shivering body.*

INT. ELSA’S APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS*

Elsa POV at Carlo and Yelena gazing upon each other.*

A moment like no other, a moment bound never to repeat itself *
in a lifetime. She watches them kiss.*

CARLO*
I am afraid to let you go.*

*
Elsa’s leg gives - she falls back.*

EXT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - CONTINUOUS  

YELENA*
Elsa! You must go.*

He scampers down, stops, looks up at her -*

CARLO*
Tell me you’ll be my bride. Tell me *
you’ll marry me.*

Another sound from inside -

CARLO*
I will hang here until you say yes.*

YELENA*
But I must work!*

CARLO*
I will work for both of us! I will *
take care of you!*

YELENA*
I am a liberated American now. I 
will find my way. 
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CARLO
(shrugs)

Then, you will work. As my wife.

Yelena frowns - and in a rapid fire conversation with 
herself, says -

YELENA
I can’t marry a man I just met. 
Those are the ways of the shtetl. 
Who will dare marry a Jew to a man 
of Jesus? What will the children 
call themselves? G-d will surely 
not approve of such a union with...

He pulls up, plants a passionate kiss. She swoons, eyes *
barely open. He smiles -

CARLO*
I will come tomorrow with news of *
the arrangements.*

YELENA
(nods)

My mother said that if you fall *
asleep fast, tomorrow comes faster.*

CARLO*
I cannot sleep on a night like *
this.*

Carlo climbs down, skips down the street, Yelena watching *
from above. He turns, looks up at her. Then jumps with 
excitement and punches the air.

INT. MRS. GIAMANCO’S WINDOW - CONTINUOUS*

Mrs. Giamanco watches Carlo skip off - looks over as Yelena *
shuts the window.

INT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - CONTINUOUS*

Yelena turns to see Elsa, waiting in the dark.

Elsa sighs, finds a tin with white powder - ARNICA. She mixes 
a big amount in with water, removes her prosthetic leg and 
massages the mixture in to the stub that is her leg.

After a moment -*

ELSA*
You can’t afford to love. You must *
work!
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Yelena stays silent. *

ELSA*
What’s his name?*

No answer.*

ELSA*
You don’t know his name. What does *
he do, this Italian boy?*

YELENA*
Carlo.*

ELSA*
Italians are fine looking men. Men *
skilled in seducing young Jewish *
girls.*

YELENA*
You didn’t look into his eyes. *

ELSA*
And you didn’t see the devil behind *
them! 

Yelena sits up - looks Elsa in the eye.*

YELENA*
You’ve never been in love.*

ELSA*
And you’re a  poor girl with no *
family! Your only chance is to *
catch a fat Jewish husband with a *
good job or a business. No matter *
if you love him or not. Love is not *
a luxury people like you and I can *
ever...*

YELENA*
YES I AM POOR! And my mother was 
poor. But we had love. Love is *
hope. Love is life. And it exacts a *
cost only from those who bitterly *
turn away from it!*

Elsa rears back.*

ELSA
At least you have your looks. 
You’ll catch a rich husband soon.

(mumbles to herself)
 Not soon enough.
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She disappears into the dark solace of her tiny  bedroom - *

INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Sits on the mattress and covers her face with her hands, *
paralyzed by the purity of Yelena’s words. Something foreign *
in her stirs. She uncovers her eyes -*

Slips into bed, inches her hand - ever so slowly - so *
cautiously - into the hand of Itzhak. Her chapped fingers *
clasp his. But - he pulls his hand away, rolls over.*

Betrayed, she stiffens and finds little refuge in her pillow - *
a crude pile of leftover fabric.*

In the other room -

INT. FRONT ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Yelena finds the leftover Arnica mix, then massages it onto 
her sore arms - she inhales at the sting. When it passes, she 
looks closely at the white mix.

INT. FACTORY, 10TH FLOOR SWITCHBOARD - LATER*

The receptionist, MARY ALTER, transfers calls, types papers 
in between.

Next to her, a TELEAUTOGRAPH MACHINE - an old brass telegraph 
machine with a pen attached. Mary writes “MEETING TODAY” on a 
paper using the pen -

That attaches to a wire in the floor. We follow the wire down 
to -

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS*

A PEN at Dinah Lipschitz’ desk. It writes out half of Mary’s *
message, then breaks down.

DINAH*
Better to pick up a phone. This *
will never work.*

INT. FACTORY - 10TH FLOOR

Boys and men workers bend over heavy garment presses, closing 
lids over fabric, taking the punch of scalding steam in the 
face. We follow a YOUNG BOY, loaded down with fresh fabrics 
to-
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INT. LARGE PACKING AND SHIPPING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

He moves past hanging garments, cardboard boxes, wooden 
crates - all crammed into such a small space that the thin 
boy can barely pass through. 

INT. YELENA’S WORK SPACE - 9TH FLOOR*

Yelena sews, dares to look up at Mr. McDonald pulling on the *
chains and bolts on the door handles. *

MARIA LAULETTI*
(whispers)*

Don’t look Yelena.*

But she can’t stop.*

Mr. McDonald looks proudly across his 246 women workers. He *
sips booze from his flask - stands over Rosa, staring down at 
her -

MR. MCDONALD*
Come. I will show you a different *
machine.*

Takes her by the upper arm. Yelena watches, but the other *
ladies put their heads down and focus their eyes on their *
machines. McDonald leads Rosa to the WOMEN’S DRESSING ROOM.*

YELENA*
(cranes her neck)

Where is he taking her?*

PROVIDENZA*
(whispering)*

Sit down! *

YETTA*
You must work!*

Yelena looks around, helpless.

YELENA*
Where did he take her?*

IDA BRODSKY*
We didn’t see anything.*

Yelena sews. A slow reality sinks in.*

INT. WOMEN’S DRESSING ROOM - CONTINUOUS*

Mr. McDonald escorts Rosa into a stall.*
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MR. MCDONALD*
Am I handsome? Do you fancy me?*

And as the stall door closes on Rosa’s frightened face, we 
hear her whimper “yes.”*

INT. YELENA’S WORK STATION - CONTINUOUS

Yelena gets down on her hands and knees, crawls over to the 
women’s bathroom, pushes open the door with a finger. She 
sees Mr. McDonald’s coat on the floor -

Then his feet under the stall pushing into Rosa, who moans in *
pain. Mr. McDonald grunts. She scampers back to her work *
station.

INT. YELENA’S WORK STATION - LATER*

Mr. McDonald comes out of the women’s dressing room, takes a *
long pull on his whiskey flask - self-satisfied and ready to *
start round two of bullying his women.*

Rosa emerges after. Her hair is tussled, her eyes red, her *
head down. She walks the line of shame past the others to her *
machine.*

Her delicate hands fold the fabric, position it under the *
needle. Her little hands shake, her little body trembles.*

The other women focus on their machines. Yelena looks around *
for Mr. McDonald. She’s furious -*

IDA BRODSKY*
Sit down and shut up!*

PROVIDENZA*
Mind your own business. Pray he *
doesn’t come to you.*

He stops at the machine of one of them, lords over her and *
inspects her work. She cowers. He’s raped her too. He nears *
Yelena. Stops and watches her. *

MR. MCDONALD*
You wouldn’t steal from me, would *
you little girl? Huh, you like the *
shirt waists?*

YELENA*
No sir.*

MR. MCDONALD*
You don’t like the shirt waists?*
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YELENA*
Yes, I mean no, I am no thief.*

Mr. McDonald touches her old dress. She stiffens.*

MR. MCDONALD*
Do you have a shirtwaist, my dear?*

YELENA*
I will buy one with the money I *
earn.

The others work hard to keep their eye on their own work.*

MR. MCDONALD*
Oh my, a proud Jew. A beauty like *
you... a shirtwaist will hang *
nicely on your delicate body. *

He checks on another woman - right next to Yelena.

MR. MCDONALD
NO! NO! NO!

Yelena reaches into his coat pocket, removes the flask.

MR. MCDONALD
Your stitches are crooked.

Yelena removes a napkin stuffed with a lot of arnica powder 
from her bosom  - 

MR. MCDONALD
This is not good! Not good!

Pours it into his flask -

MR. MCDONALD
What are you doing working here?

Returns it into his coat.

WORKER
I’m sorry.

MR. MCDONALD
The stitches improve or I’ll kick 
you out of here myself.

Yelena watches him remove the flask, swigs the booze and 
walks the line past the workers... but he grabs his stomach, *
falls to his knees, then wobbles up and sprints to the *
toilet.*
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Yelena watches him run, then focuses on the fabric. *
Providenza looks over at her - she wants so badly to grin.*

INT. YELENA’S WORK STATION - LATER*

POV Yelena of McDonald escorted out, bent over, blue/sick. *
Across the floor, the young girls work hard, keeping their *
heads down lest they draw attention to themselves.*

The bell rings. Once again, it’s the mad rush of women headed *
out the narrow door. The other ladies move away from Yelena.*

YELENA
Yetta?

No answer. Yetta moves faster.

They arrive at the search station. The lascivious ogre who *
searched Yelena before waits for her with a shit-eating grin. *
She holds out her bag, but he reaches around her waist -*

When she kicks his shin. HARD. He raises his fist to hit her - *
she refuses to cower. The crowd pushes her onward, but she *
keeps a glaring eye on the ape.*

EXT. TRIANGLE - CONTINUOUS*

The women spill out, back to their homes and their lives away *
from the dread of the factory. But the protestors are lined *
up again.*

YELENA*
Yetta!?*

YETTA*
Don’t talk to me.*

Yelena grabs her by the hand. Providenza pulls her away -

PROVIDENZA*
She’s scared. If anyone knows that *
was you, they’ll blame all of us.*

IDA BRODSKY*
I thought it was brave. *

YETTA*
It was foolish.*

KATERINA
It was stupid.

YELENA*
That man raped Rosa!!*
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The ladies stop, all look at each other -

PROVIDENZA
She’s not the first.

YELENA
Then, nothing will change. We *
should join the strike.

IDA BRODSKY*
Who will feed my children?*

YELENA*
Why feed them the scraps of the *
world?*

PROVIDENZA*
You are young with no children!! I *
cannot help you.*

YELENA*
Yetta. You’re young too. If you *
lose your job, you can find *
another.*

YETTA*
Goodbye Yelena.

Providenza and Ida walk off. Yelena runs into an ANTI-UNION *
PROTESTOR holding a sign.*

YELENA*
Such a wonderful sign, sir. I *
agree. May I carry it? It’s very *
important for me.*

She flirts a little - he hands it over. She dashes away - *
dumps it in a bin.*

EXT. GREENE STREET - NIGHT

Clara Lemlich walks home. Two goons step from the shadows, 
tail her. Clara stops - looks behind her. Was that footsteps? 
She turns back -

WHAM!

A FIST lands an unholy blow to her face. Billy Lustig stands 
over her. From behind - another dark figure - Charlie Rose. 
Charlie holds her up - Billy socks her in the stomach.

She doubles over, he belts her in the back. She vomits blood, 
labors to breathe. Her legs scramble to lift her. She looks 
up at the thugs, a defiant smile through bloodied teeth.
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Charlie hoists her up by the hair. Billy jabs her cheek, her 
mouth, the other cheek. She goes down. Coughing, gasping.

EXT. CORNER - CONTINUOUS

Paolo watches, trembling, his hand to his forehead.

EXT. GREENE STREET - CONTINUOUS

CHARLIE
Who sent you this present?

She tries to get up -

CHARLIE
Who!?

Billy pulls her up - holds her head up by her hair.

CHARLIE
We have more presents under the 
tree for you, union loving jew 
whore. Stay away from the Triangle.

Her head falls back - a puppet whose string has snapped. 
Painfully, slowly, she pulls up her head. Again, she tries to 
smile at them. She’ll never give up.

FROM ABOVE -

The heavens watch her slow descent onto the wet cobblestone.                                                         
The thugs adjust their suits, slick back their hair.

EXT. CORNER - CONTINUOUS

Paolo - the best male bravado can’t hide his fear. 

CHARLIE
Good job kid. 

BILLY
Whiskey then.

CHARLIE
I’m with ya’. Hey kid? See ya’ 
tomorrow night. Same place.

Paolo watches them walk away - turns back. The sopping wet 
“lump” in the street starts to move. He runs off.

INT. ELSA’S APARTMENT - LATER

A knock at the door - Avram and Faigy holding an injured 
Clara. Avram, Yelena and Elsa watch.
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CLARA*
They get stronger and stronger.*

ELSA*
Why did you bring her here?*

CLARA*
The factory owners hire “detective *
agencies.” The agencies hire boxers 
and prostitutes to beat us.

ELSA*
You think these greedy men will *
heed your protests? They are so *
cunning that you will never ever *
know who you are fighting.*

Faigy cleans off blood from Clara’s face -

YELENA
A supervisor took a woman into the *
dressing room. When she came out, *
she was a changed woman.*

Faigy lowers her eyes. She knows about this supervisor all 
too well.

YELENA*
No one could help her.*

AVRAM*
It’s not your fault Yelena.*

CLARA*
This is why we must march. *

Elsa opens the door, directs them to leave. Clara struggles *
to stand up.*

CLARA*
You will see, Elsa. The world will *
see. We will be vanquished.*

Avram and Faigy join her.*

YELENA*
(stands)*

I will be at your protest tomorrow. *

They help Clara and walk out. Yelena undresses, climbs into 
her makeshift bed -
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ELSA
If you are going to do such 
silliness, tomorrow will be your 
last day here.

Yelena stares up at her blankly - pulls the blanket of scraps 
up over her eyes.

EXT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - LATE NIGHT*

Carlo climbs up the fire escape again. Raps lightly on the *
window. *

INSIDE

Yelena wakes up, slips her dress on, appears in the window - *

CARLO*
Ciao mi amore!*

He offers her a rose. Yelena looks down to see if anyone’s *
watching.*

CARLO*
You will still marry me? *

YELENA*
I didn’t yet say yes!

CARLO*
You’re a stubborn woman! What will 
I do?

YELENA
Stand by my side - until I give in.

The couple giggles.

CARLO
Today, I sold a very important man *
four bottles of wine.*

YELENA*
One day it will be you who will be *
important buying four bottles of *
wine.*

Carlo unwraps some hard cheese and opens a flask of wine.*

CARLO*
What did you do today?*

He offers her a slice off his knife.*
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YELENA*
Being American today was not so *
easy. *

CARLO*
On these days, we drink vino!

He offers her a drink. She hesitates, then sips. Too long a *
sip - her face crunches up.*

CARLO*
You don’t like it? It’s the best *
wine. Sweet like you.*

She recovers.

YELENA*
Tomorrow I will protest.*

He panics.

CARLO*
I don’t think you should be there.*

YELENA*
There is no other way. I will be *
there.*

CARLO*
It’s dangerous. There are fights, *
women are beaten by very mean men.

YELENA*
It is dangerous. But not dangerous *
like my life in Russia. In Russia, *
not one person dared speak out. *
Here, speaking out is done.*

CARLO*
People get hurt. Women die.*

Yelena shakes her head “no.”*

CARLO*
I will fight for you.

YELENA*
I will fight for myself! If I *
don’t, there will be nowhere safe *
for my daughters to work and live *
and love. Women must fight. It is *
our fight to win. Our fight to 
lose. But it IS OUR fight.
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CARLO*
We will marry. And we can escape *
these things. I will protect you.*

She shakes her head, looks softly at Carlo.

YELENA*
You love me. But you cannot protect 
me all the time. 

Yelena’s eyes grow teary.

YELENA
I couldn’t protect my mother. I let 
her die alone. I let her die.

Carlo holds her, rocks. She calms - takes his hands.

YELENA
Promise me that you will love what 
I do.

Carlo closes his eyes, turns his head to the side.

CARLO*
Yelena has “Faccia Tosta!” What you *
say, “Chutzpah!”*

He kisses her softly. She holds out her hand for the flask, *
takes another long sip of wine. *

YELENA*
Geschmack! Bene.*

CARLO*
Ahhh. Parla Italiano Principesa? *
You are special. Like magic.

INT. CHURCH - LATE THAT NIGHT *

A VAST NAVE - at one end, an Italian PRIEST praying at the *
altar. Carlo creeps up the aisle, kneels, genuflects, pats *
down his collar. *

After a moment - the Priest turns. Carlo speaks to him.*

The Priest waves his arms angrily. Carlo pleads - the Priest *
waves a cautionary finger in his face. *

Carlo pleads again - the Priest turns swiftly, angry past the *
point of no return. His robe jerks, slaps at Carlo’s knees. *
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He genuflects, makes the sign of the cross. Turns back one *
last time at Carlo - nods him to the door. As Carlo walks *
past him, the Priest turns his back to him.

EXT. IANOTTI’S - EARLY NEXT MORNING*

Carlo counts boxes outside Ianotti’s. Cleans up. He hears a *
voice -

ELSA*
Carlo?!*

Carlo turns -*

He looks behind a dumpster in the alleyway, sees Elsa.

ELSA*
It’s about Yelena.*

Carlo frowns -*

ELSA*
This marriage is a mistake.*

CARLO*
One moment, one moment. You are?*

ELSA*
I’m Yelena’s... Yelena is staying *
with me. I’m her... She’s staying *
with me. Look, there is no easy *
road for this marriage. It just *
won’t happen.

CARLO*
No! I will marry Yelena!*

ELSA*
Your Priest turned his back on you! *
Didn’t he? As will the world! It is 
the way!

CARLO*
I will marry Yelena!*

ELSA*
I know! I know! You think you know *
what love is. But you are young and *
stupid. *

Carlo backs up, turns, boiling mad.*
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ELSA*
On the other hand, I’m willing to *
help - if, and only IF, it means *
you will take her on.*

CARLO*
What does this mean “take her on?”*

ELSA*
It means responsibility. Will you *
be responsible for Yelena? For her *
food? For her housing?*

CARLO*
With me, Yelena will never know *
hunger. I give her tutto il mondo. *
Tutto mi vita, tutt’amore. All my *
love. We will grow old and fat *
together.*

ELSA*
(sarcastic)*

Hmmm. You people really are *
romantic.*

Carlo looks into her eyes -*

CARLO*
You never had this kind of love.*

Her eyes narrow, glare past him.*

ELSA*
No priest, no Rabbi will marry you.*

CARLO*
G-d will marry us.*

She looks out at the filthy street, the fog, a local beggar *
sleeping. She sees no sign of a god.*

ELSA*
G-d? Where is G-d?*

CARLO*
It’s in His hands.*

ELSA*
It’s in my hands!*

A hunchbacked, toothless old woman passes. Elsa watches her.*
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ELSA*
As you can see, G-d’s hands are *
full. I’ll marry the two of you.*

CARLO*
You?*

ELSA*
My dead husband is a rabbi.*

CARLO*
He’s - dead.*

ELSA*
He rises from the dead every *
morning for breakfast.*

CARLO*
Jesu Cristo!*

Elsa rolls her eyes.*

ELSA*
Oy! I perform the ceremony, I sign *
his name. You take Yelena. Tonight.*

CARLO*
Tonight?*

ELSA*
Seven o’clock.*

CARLO*
Tonight?!*

Elsa shakes her head, disgusted -*

ELSA*
I should’ve known.*

She walks off - mumbling to herself -*

ELSA*
Trusting Italians is like trusting *
a cat to guard a bird.*

He chases, runs in front of her -*

CARLO*
Puf! You say such things!*

Elsa waits for his answer -*
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CARLO*
Tonight. I will marry Y+elena. *
Tonight. If she will have me.*

ELSA*
Yeah, yeah, she’ll have you. Seven *
o’clock.*

Elsa turns on her heel, walks, stops, turns -*

ELSA*
And you will bring her to your *
house.*

She walks, turns again -*

ELSA*
TONIGHT!*

He watches her leave, shakes his head. He’s seen the *
embittered look in her eye in many other people.*

But - it’s his WEDDING DAY! He leaps, tags a shop sign -*

He throws his cap up into the damp air, catches it, then *
looks out at New York. Ahead, the incandescent skyline beams *
back at Carlo, ready to fulfill his American dream. *

INT. OSTROVITSKY’S PASTRY SHOP - DAY *

Even the soot-colored counter top can’t shade the golden *
light of the delicate PASTRIES lining it. DANISH, RUGALACH, *
OVEN-BROWNED CHALLAH, SHINY ROLLS IN ORNATE KNOTS.*

From above -*

A HOARD OF WOMEN, elbow to elbow, yelling out orders. Another *
Friday, another Sabbath.*

The baker, SHIMMY, a portly 80-year old, moving fast, not *
fast enough, bagging challah. *

EXT. PASTRY SHOP - CONTINUOUS *

Elsa hobbles down the street with purpose.*

INT. OSTROVITSKY’S PASTRY SHOP - CONTINUOUS*

Shimmy looks out at Elsa, pacing, debating whether to enter *
in to the mayhem. A few women turn, see her. Shock! Elsa *
grimaces, caught, gives in, enters.*

SHIMMY*
It’s a miracle!*
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The women stare, judgment in their eyes.*

SARA TEITELBAUM*
It’s a miracle, all right. The *
Rabbi’s wife.*

ELSA*
There’s no such thing as a miracle!*

RACHEL BERNSTEIN*
How is the Rabbi?*

ELSA*
(matter of face)

Sick and ready to die.*

The women grimace at her callousness.*

RACHEL BERNSTEIN*
I’d like to go home today, Samuel.*

SHIMMY*
Young lady, G-d made the waters *
part to save our people. That was a *
miracle.*

JESSICA ROSENBERG*
It’d be a miracle if I could get my *
challah before sundown.*

ELSA*
That’s a tall tale, Samuel, told by *
old men like you.*

SHIMMY*
If your mother were here, may she *
rest in peace. *

SHEILA BLOOM*
May she rest in peace!*

SARA TEITELBAUM*
There are 12 people in front of me, *
Sara.*

RACHEL BERNSTEIN*
A half hour wait.*

SHIMMY*
Then to what does New York owe this *
great honor?*

ELSA*
I’d like a challah.*
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He picks one, holds it up for approval, packs it. *

JESSICA ROSENBERG*
What? I’m a piece of glass, you can *
see right through me?*

He thinks - cocks his head.*

SHIMMY*
For Shabbos?*

JESSICA ROSENBERG*
Shabbos?*

What’s it to them?*

ELSA*
Hunger.*

He thought so. Why would she celebrate Shabbos after all *
these years. She walks out -*

SHIMMY*
Good shabbos! And to the Rabbi. If *
only her mother were here -*

SARA TEITELBAUM*
She’s not, but we are!*

He sighs.*

SHIMMY*
May she rest in peace.*

INT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - DAY*

Elsa returns, stashes the Challah.*

ELSA*
We have to talk.*

YELENA*
What I had to say, I said last *
night.*

ELSA*
And I told you tonight would be *
your last here. I found someone to *
marry you and Carlo. Tonight.*

YELENA*
What? A marriage? On Shabbos! *
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ELSA*
Don’t worry. G-d will look the *
other way. Carlo will be here at *
seven and you will marry him.*

YELENA*
But I want to wait until -

ELSA*
You don’t have that kind of time! 
You marry him tonight -

YELENA
Why?

ELSA
Because you can’t stay here!  Carlo *
will take you to his house.

Yelena mulls this over.

YELENA*
I will marry Carlo because I love 
him. Not because of your insistence 
and your unkindness.

ELSA*
Yeah yeah. Hurry up. Get to work. 
It’s late.*

INT. ELEVATOR - LATER

Yelena’s friends push past her. Again, the packed elevator 
rises up the dank shaft.

INT. TRIANGLE - 9TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

Yetta moves fast, away from Yelena. No one looks at Yelena. 
She is all alone now.

INT. CARLO’S BEDROOM - LATER*

A WEDDING PICTURE - Carlo’s parents in traditional wedding *
garb. His father in top hat, his mother in a virginal Italian *
lace veil. *

A hat box - next to it, clothes laid out across the bed.*

Carlo’s hands button a shirt, belt the slacks, slip into the *
jacket, fold a handkerchief, tuck it into the jacket pocket.*

He opens the box - the top hat from his father’s wedding *
picture. Wrapped in a handkerchief - his mother’s veil. *
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Carlo looks at his reflection in the mirror. He places the *
hat, slowly, with pride, upon his head. *

EXT. ELSA’S TENEMENT ROOF - CONTINUOUS*

The rasp of a match. A single candle is lit - a flicker of *
warm light under the chilly, March sky. Storm clouds roll *
across the darkened skyline. Still, it is a magical night.*

A sheet - Elsa runs her hands along it. Memories of another *
time. She fastens each side to smokestacks. An instant *
CHUPPAH, canopy.*

TWO HUMBLE WINE GLASSES - Elsa pours red wine into each, sets *
the challah bread alongside them.*

Yelena emerges into the candlelight - a goddess. *

Radiant, captivating - her eyes dance, alive with hope and *
anticipation. Elsa pauses.*

ELSA*
You look just like her.*

YELENA*
Who?*

Elsa hides her face in grief.

ELSA*
My little sister.*

Yelena stands there, stunned -*

ELSA*
Your mother, may she rest in peace.

The pain of loss hits her hard.*

ELSA*
A pogrom. We had to - *

But nothing can still her grief now -*

ELSA*
We couldn’t get to her. My Rachel!*

Elsa lowers her head, covers her mouth, turns away.

From behind the wall, Rachel appears, looks upon Elsa with 
love, as Yelena and Elsa share a bond forged by tragedy. Elsa *
sobers -
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ELSA*
This is for you.*

A gift, wrapped in newspaper. Yelena unwraps an IVORY HAIR *
COMB.*

ELSA*
It was my mother’s. Your *
grandmother. *

Elsa smooths her thin hair.*

ELSA*
I have no daughter... to pass it *
to.

Yelena gently places the comb in her beautiful upswept hair. *
Elsa tears up - feels the emotions rise. But just as quickly *
pushes them back down.*

ELSA*
So. We’re just missing one thing.*

YELENA*
He’ll be here.*

CARLO*
I’m here.*

Carlo - handsome, grinning from ear to ear. He puts on his *
top hat. Then - he can’t move. Frozen by Yelena’s beauty. His *
breathing quickens.*

CARLO*
A sight more beautiful I have never *
seen.*

He drops to his knees, removes his hat.*

CARLO*
I dreamed of this moment. Yelena, *
would you do me the honor of *
marrying me?*

She grins.

YELENA*
Well, since everything’s in place -*

Carlo’s eyes widen - Yelena laughs.*
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YELENA*
Yes! I will marry you! I will marry *
you over and over again on this day *
and every day.*

Elsa rolls her eyes.*

ELSA*
A ha. I think now is a good time to *
move under the chuppah. Before the *
rain comes.*

YELENA*
Where is Paolo?*

CARLO*
He’s late to everything. He’ll be *
here. Wait! I have something.*

He hands his mother’s veil to Yelena.*

CARLO*
(softly)*

My mothers’.*

Carlo places it on her head, pins it. Yelena beams.*

Elsa performs the wedding ritual. As she finishes, Carlo 
hands her his CRUCIFIX, asks her to wave it over them. Elsa 
smirks. Takes it in her hand as if it’s going to burn her.

She looks up to the Heavens, shrugs, asks G-d for 
forgiveness. She smiles at him, then blesses them.

Elsa sings a Hebrew wedding prayer - the most beautiful song *
of marriage any ear has ever heard. Her song floats past *
Rachel, up and into the night sky - *

The thick clouds part - stars illuminate the rooftop with a *
wondrous glow. Carlo breaks the traditional glass, and the *
couple shares its first kiss as husband and wife.*

INSERT:

Just then, in a ghostly image, Rachel holds out a white 
handkerchief to Yelena and they dance in a circle 
celebrating. Then, Yelena, as a little girl, runs into the 
arms of Rachel and her father.

AND WE’RE BACK IN:

ELSA*
Follow me.*
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She holds the candles, leading them down a hatch into a dark *
stairwell. Halfway down - A DOOR.*

Inside, a tiny nook encased in old, grimy glass. A small bed, *
made with an old blanket and new sheets, takes up the nook. *
Their WEDDING BED. *

YELENA*
What -*

ELSA*
Shhhh. The walls have big ears.*

She hands Carlo a wine glass, the challah and the bottle of *
wine -*

ELSA
(to Yelena)

Make no noises.

And as she closes the door behind her -

ELSA*
Mazel tov.*

INT. ROOFTOP NOOK - CONTINUOUS*

The newlyweds burst out laughing, ecstatic. Yelena shushes *
Carlo, kisses him deeply. He pours wine - but his hand *
shakes. She takes it from him.*

YELENA*
I am nervous too.*

They each kick back a long sip of the wine - Yelena’s eyes *
widen, she coughs. She takes another long swig. After a *
moment, they look out at the view of the city - *

CARLO*
Look Yelena. It’s our city.*

The newlyweds kiss, stumble on to the makeshift bed. Yelena *
sits up, raises her dress over her head. Carlo - trembling *
and lost. She removes his tie, his shirt and admires his *
muscular chest. 

She feathers her fingers down his chest to his stomach. His 
stomach involuntarily contracts - 

YELENA*
You are a fine looking man.*

Carlo chuckles nervously.*
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He bends down, removes her shoes, then her stockings. He *
slowly traces her legs with his fingers. She removes her slip *
- her breasts plump with perfection. He gazes upon them, 
gulps. 

He unzips his pants as his breathing quickens. He pushes them *
down, naked.

Yelena lays back, smiles at Carlo, inviting him to become one *
with her. He slips in beside her, then on top of her, and *
kisses her deeply. *

They make love.*

INT. ELSA’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS*

Elsa rubs lotion on Itzhak’s withered hands and arms. She *
smiles at her ailing husband, a brief bit of tenderness.*

INT. ROOFTOP NOOK - CONTINUOUS*

The lovers wake, nestled in each others arms.*

CARLO*
Let’s make children right away.*

Yelena laughs, gleefully.*

YELENA*
How many?*

CARLO*
Molto! Molto!*

Yelena admires his face.*

YELENA*
I want to meet Paolo. I want to *
know everything about your life.*

CARLO*
Paolo! He has a lot of fight.*

Carlo sits up.*

CARLO*
Too much fight. *

He pops out of bed, dresses.*

CARLO*
I have to find him. He may be in *
trouble, fighting another Irish - *
or worse.*
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YELENA*
Hmm. 

She rubs his chest -

YELENA
Maybe I’ll wait here for you to *
come back...

She pulls Carlo down to her mouth, kisses him wildly.

YELENA
Maybe not...

CARLO
Pazza! 

He stands, breathes heavy, trying to not leave.

CARLO
I’ll be back. And we’ll -*

He kisses the air, rolls his hands -*

CARLO*
Well, you know.*

She rests her head in her hand, twirls her curls.

CARLO
Mamma mia! I’ll be back so fast, 
you won’t even miss me.

YELENA
But you’ll miss me.

And as he leaves, he stumbles backward and falls. She 
giggles.

EXT. TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY - LATER *

STRIKERS - persistent, but their ranks have thinned.*

STRIKE BUSTERS - an angry wall on the sidewalk. *

The two sides face each other like a confident matador and a *
bull about to unleash his furor.*

Paolo, Billy Lustig and Charlie Rose hold the front lines, *
shoving strikers back with their bodies and angry voices.*

A SINGLE FIST EMERGES FROM THE CROWD - Paolo’s head snaps *
back. The strike busters cut loose, throwing punches at the *
men, the women striking. *
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Clara sees Faigy thrown to the ground, stepped on over and *
over again. *

Avram decks a thug, rushes to Faigy - but a HAND grabs Avram. *
Avram comes up swinging, his fists pummeling into the face of *
- Paolo. *

Avram pounds his face, Paolo pulls his knife. Avram backs off *
- then charges in again.*

Paolo rears back, the KNIFE comes free. Avram kicks his gut, *
drums his face, picks up the knife - *

Paolo rises, charges back, right into -*

THE KNIFE.*

He falls back - his head hits the ground hard. He dies.*

The crowd parts - all eyes upon Avram, panting. His rage *
turns into shock, regret fills his eyes. *

Panic sweeps the place - many turn and run, fleeing the *
murder, the melee.*

Carlo busts through the crowd, sees Paolo, dead. He holds his *
cousin - weeping, cries out -*

CARLO*
WHO DID THIS!?*

He looks up through raging eyes - *

Avram holds the bloody knife, paralyzed by the horror of his *
actions. He throws it down -*

THE BLOODY KNIFE - more than Carlo can take. He grabs it, *
charges at Avram. Avram goes down, stabbed. He dies.*

Faigy cries out, falls onto her knees, covering Avram.  *
Whistles blow throughout the square - the police.*

CLARA*
(to Carlo)

Take your dead. But know that we *
will hunt you and there will be *
justice.*

Carlo picks up Paolo’s body, carries him off.*

EXT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - NIGHT*

A KNOCK on the door wakes Elsa and Itzhak.*
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Elsa opens the door to - AVRAM’S BODY - carried by a FEW MEN, *
Faigy and Clara behind them.*

Elsa steps back. Her stare intensifies, her eyes grow cold, *
accuse Faigy, then Clara.*

CLARA*
Thugs paid by the factory owners.*

Grief consumes Faigy. Elsa glares at her - no mercy.*

CLARA*
He died doing what he beli...*

ELSA*
He died for nothing!*

CLARA*
You’re wrong! I know -*

ELSA*
Don’t tell me what you think you *
know! People die everyday trying to *
change the world, but it never *
changes. They die. That’s what *
changes!*

FAIGY*
Avram’s name is inscribed in the *
book of life.*

ELSA*
AVRAM IS DEAD. What good is this *
book of life? Where is justice now?*

CLARA*
Avram believed that justice will *
come - he lived and died to achieve *
it.*

Grief, strife, death - all the things Elsa tried to shut out *
are now at her doorstep. She steels herself, then quietly -*

ELSA*
Get out of my house.*

Clara looks at Faigy, then back at Elsa. She walks to the *
door -*

FAIGY*
We will take him to Bergman’s *
Mortuary tonight.*
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CLARA*
Yes Faigy. I’ll meet you there.*

INT. IANOTTIS - LATER*

Paolo - laid out on a table in a cavernous underground *
storeroom. *

A single candle flame dances on Carlo’s face - he and Paolo’s *
father surround their dead in silent mourning.*

FRANCESCO*
You must leave this place.*

CARLO*
I will see my cousin buried.*

FRANCESCO*
Don’t be stupid, young man. They *
will be hungry for justice.*

CARLO*
What about justice for Paolo? I *
cannot leave you, uncle.*

Francesco finds a box, opens it, takes out money. He shoves *
it in Carlo’s hand.

FRANCESCO*
It’s eighty five dollars. First, I *
lost my wife to such battles, and *
now, my son. I will not lose you *
too.*

CARLO*
Where will I go?*

FRANCESCO*
You will go with G-d.*

He holds Carlo in a tight embrace, then releases him, and 
turns away, crying.

INT. ROOFTOP NOOK - LATER *

Yelena sleeps soundly - Carlo watches her for a moment. *

CARLO*
Wake up. Yelena? Wake up mi amore.*

YELENA*
I decided to wait for you...*

She turns around -*
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YELENA*
OH MY G-D!*

His bloody shirt. His few belongings in a pack.*

CARLO*
Shhhhhh! Quiet. Quiet.*

YELENA*
Who did this to you?*

CARLO*
We must go! I cannot stay here.*

YELENA*
What has my husband done?*

INT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - CONTINUOUS*

Elsa and Faigy wipe down Avram’s body. A KNOCK - Faigy *
answers the door. Sees Carlo - she stifles a scream. Elsa *
pulls her back, slams her hand over her mouth - pulls Carlo *
and Yelena in, closes the door.*

FAIGY*
(cold whisper)

He’s the one! It was him!*

YELENA*
(to Carlo)*

The man was Avram?*

CARLO*
He killed my cousin! *

Faigy glares at him, her face stained with tears and her eyes *
filled with a crazed hate.*

CARLO*
I never meant this to happen. I am *
not a thug.*

FAIGY*
Your cousin was.*

CARLO*
He paid for his mistake with his *
life. By Avram’s hand.*

ELSA*
Quiet, quiet! Two men are dead!*

The full impact of Carlo’s situation hits Yelena.*
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YELENA*
We must leave.*

FAIGY*
We?*

Yelena takes a deep breath -*

YELENA*
He is my husband.*

And NOW Faigy recognizes Carlo as the man from the dance. Her *
heart grows cold.*

FAIGY
He murdered the man who would be my *
husband.*

ELSA*
It’s best that you leave. Now. You *
have a relative? Somewhere to go?*

CARLO*
I will find a place.*

YELENA*
No. Carlo, stay tonight. Upstairs. *
I’ll stay down here.*

ELSA*
(to Carlo)

You do have money, don’t you?*

CARLO*
I brought it all and some extra *
that my uncle gave me.*

FAIGY
You’ll help him escape?*

ELSA*
Men are dead! Dead because of your *
stupid protests. Soon there will be *
no one left to join your union.*

CARLO
We will go West.

ELSA*
I can get you as far as Penn *
Station.
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CARLO
There is a 4:50 train to Chicago. I 
have a friend there. He will help 
us.

YELENA*
Yes. I will go the Triangle and *
collect my wages.*

CARLO*
No! You can’t go back there.*

The women all stop, stare at him. She takes his head, looks 
him in the eyes.

YELENA*
Carlo. I am your wife today and for *
always. But tomorrow, I have wages *
to collect and business to settle.*

ELSA*
Listen to him! You have a husband *
now. He is your life.*

Yelena looks down, bites her lip, crosses her arms across her 
chest. Carlo gives in - he knows she won’t back down.

CARLO
You must be there at 4:30.

She smiles at him.

YELENA
Four-thirty then.

Carlo looks at Avram’s face - his youth, his square jaw. He *
crosses himself, kisses the cross around his neck. Then falls *
to his knees, crying, in front of Faigy. *

CARLO*
On my father and mother, I grieve *
for the loss of this man. I will *
forever live with his blood on my *
hands.*

But Faigy just looks down at him, a cold blank stare. She *
turns away - 

ELSA*
Get up. Leave Carlo. Now. *

Yelena joins him -
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ELSA
(pulls her back)

You’ll stay here.

Yelena looks at Carlo, nods, then to the side as the door 
closes behind him.

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS*

Another door opens. A candle emerges - Mrs. Giamanco.*

MRS. GIAMANCO*
(in Italian)*

Italiano? What are you doing with *
those Jews? They’re the devils!*

CARLO*
Buona notte. Sorry to disturb you.*

Mrs. Giamanco glares at Elsa’s door.*

INT. CHIARAMONTE MORTUARY - CONTINUOUS*

A PLAIN WOOD COFFIN - Paolo lies in its confines. In the *
corner, a MORTICIAN waits on Carlo’s Priest and Mr. Iavarone.*

A PICTURE OF A WOMAN - Mr. Iavarone takes a last look, tucks *
the picture of Paolo’s mother into his dead son’s hands. *

HANDS CUPPED IN PRAYER - the PRIEST stands over Paolo, *
fingers rolling over rosary beads. He draws a cross sign on *
his forehead. Mr. Iavarone falls to his knees, sobbing. 

INT. BERGMAN’S MORTUARY - CONTINUOUS*

AVRAM’S FACE - lit slowly with the rise of a burgeoning oil *
lamp, tucked inside a PLAIN WOODEN COFFIN. In the shadows, *
Elsa and Faigy stand quietly - the dim light too bright for *
their sorrow.*

The Mortician inhales to speak - Elsa’s cutting eyes silence *
him. She moves a hand toward Faigy’s shoulder, holds it there *
- but pulls back, lest she show compassion.*

EXT. VARIOUS - NEW YORK CITY - DAWN*

TITLE: MARCH 25, 1911

A new sun awakens the city, sliding through the arches in *
Washington Square, greeting another boat carrying new *
immigrants, rising fast to signal another work day.*
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INT/EXT. VARIOUS - EARLY MORNING*

1. Carlo - immersed in the morning’s pale sunlight. His eyes *
are closed, his lips quiver, but he can scarcely shut out the *
nightmare of last night’s hell.*

2. Yetta - home at the breakfast table. Her mother serves her 
and her brother bagels. Her two younger brothers scuttle 
around. Mrs. Berger pets Yetta’s hair, smiles at her. 

3. Providenza - laying in bed. Her husband sits at his side 
of the bed. He turns - looks lovingly at his wife nestled in 
the blankets. She smiles softly back at him.

4. Rosa - She sits on the side of a ratty twin mattress. 
Rocks back and forth, twisting the red ring on her finger.

5. Clara - In a mirror, she inspects her face with purple and 
red bruises. Her brown eyes intensify with rising anger.

EXT. MAX BLANCK MANSION - SAME  

The mansion is an exquisite representation of the Gilded Age 
of extreme wealth. 

INT. MAX BLANCK MANSION - CONTINUOUS

His two young daughters, HENRIETTA and MIMI, play with 
exquisite dolls in a magnificent hall as their father orders 
maids and servants about.

INT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - MORNING*

Yelena buttons her one nice dress, sweeps up her hair and 
slides the ivory comb into her bun - ready for battle.

Elsa rubs arnica on her stump, adjusts her leg, rises to 
force it in. She pulls together whatever food she can spare, 
including the left over challah, and places it in a bag. She 
turns to Yelena -

And there they stand, face to face, their last few moments 
together.

Elsa reaches out, gently nudges an unruly red curl off 
Yelena’s forehead. She caresses Yelena’s cheek until tears 
tumble down from Elsa’s blue eyes.

ELSA
Yes. You make her proud. Our 
American Yelena.
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She pulls Yelena close to her chest, lays her hands upon 
Yelena’s head, prays the Hebrew Traveler Prayer. Together 
they say “Amen.” Elsa pulls away, turns. Yelena leaves.

EXT. HESTER STREET - SAME 

Yelena steps quickly along the city streets, cautious.*

EXT. HESTER STREET - LATER*

Elsa speaks low to a WAGON DRIVER, hands him money, arranging *
passage for Carlo. Two cops walk past. Looking. Just looking.*

EXT. STREETS - SAME  *

Clara strides down the street, heads to another day’s battle 
for justice.

INT. FACTORY - 9TH FLOOR*

TITLE: 3:30 PM

Yelena sews, watches the clock.*

She looks at Rosa, who issues a small smile, knowing that Mr. *
McDonald is out sick for the day. She nods slightly. *

But in the distance, Mr. McDonald shows up, hobbling, pale as *
a ghost. Rosa’s head goes down - the other ladies stare even *
more intently at their machines, sew even faster.*

McDonald pulls at the chains. They’re taut and threatening. *
He glares at Yelena, then Rosa. Too sick to do anything, he *
turns, and heads back from whence he came.*

INT. NOOK - SAME  *

Carlo checks his watch. Ceremoniously places his wedding hat 
upon the pillow of the made up bed. Takes one last look 
around. 

INT. ELSA’S TENEMENT - SAME  

Elsa checks the time. She hovers near the door, steps out as 
Carlo walks down slowly. She nods at him - confirms that his 
transport awaits him. But another door opens -

MRS. GIAMANCO*
(in Italian)*

I will call the police! It was you! *
Murderer!*

He runs for his life - Elsa glares at Mrs. Giamanco. But *
Carlo is practically down the stairs. He runs out -
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EXT. HESTER STREET - CONTINUOUS

Where the two HASIDIC MEN drive a covered wagon of books. 
Carlo slips swiftly inside the covered portion of the wagon.

INT. FACTORY - CONTINUOUS*

TITLE CARD: 4:30 PM

Yelena rises, the women around her look up to see what she’s 
is going to do now. She gathers up her things, quietly weaves 
through the machines and workers - 

And as she passes each woman, they nod at each other - decide 
to move accordingly in tribute, blocking her from McDonald’s 
view.

She hides, waits at the entrance of the 9th floor. The 
salacious guard wipes his nose, heads to the bathroom.

With no guard at the door, Yelena slips into the stairwell, 
heads up to the 10th Floor.

INT. PENN STATION - SAME  

FROM ABOVE: Carlo disappears into the mass throng of 
travelers. He checks the clock: 4:35. Looks back. No Yelena.

EXT. STREET - SAME  

Clara walks as fast as she can, holding her aching side, to 
the WTUL Headquarters. 

INT. ELSA’S BEDROOM - SAME  

Elsa sews, but her hands tremble. The needle misses, stabs 
her, a slight trickle of blood flows forth.

INT. 10TH FLOOR - SAME  

Dinah Lipschitz finishes her books, closes them, turns around 
- Yelena behind her. 

DINAH
You’ll have to wait until Monday.

YELENA
No. No Monday.  

Dinah sizes her up - another one just off the boat.  
Desperate, poor, hungry. Dinah flips open the LEDGER - 

DINAH
Your pay rate is $1 per day. 
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YELENA
No. It is $2. Two dollars per day.

She sizes up Yelena, skeptically and accusingly. Quick, she 
calculates the pay rate, tallies credits in her ledger, hands 
Yelena her cash, locks up the box.

DINAH
Two days pay. Four dollars. This is 
inconvenient to my books, you see.  
Next time, you wait!

MR. MCDONALD
(to Yelena)

What are you doing up here, you 
bloody demon?

DINAH
One of yours, Mr. McDonald?

Yelena moves - but is cut off by the gruff man. He takes her 
by the arm, manhandles her into the stairwell.

YELENA
You’re a rapist! He’s a raper of 
women!

DINAH
So they all say, Missy.

McDonald covers Yelena’s mouth, picks her up like a wild rag 
doll and runs down the stairs all the way to the -

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

Where he unlocks a door to a small room. He knows this room 
well. Too well. 

He looms over Yelena’s petite frame. Her fear is beyond 
words, beyond what even the pogrom instilled in her.

INT. 9TH FLOOR - SAME  *

Clock strikes 4:44. One more minute. All working hard. *
Factory is chugging along. *

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - DAY 

TITLE CARD: 4:45 PM*

Saturday afternoon - the pale sun begins its descent into the 
late Winter sky, its final light dimming, casting shadows on 
the pristine square.
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A horse and buggy clops by, a ROTUND WOMAN rests on a bench. 
A SOCIALITE scurries home from afternoon tea.*

INT. ELSA’S APARTMENT - SAME  *

Elsa waiting. Watching clock. It’s 4:45 pm. *

SFX: The sound of the ticking clock crescendoes.*

INT. PENN STATION - SAME  

CU THE CLOCK: It reads 4:45 PM. Carlo, frantic, comes out of 
hiding, and makes a run for it. Past cops, dodging past 
travelers, children, bagel carts.

He is noticed - two cops look at each other, give chase.

INT/EXT. VARIOUS - FACTORY - DAY *

TITLE: 8TH FLOOR

ISIDORE ABRAMOWITZ, a fabric cutter, lays sheets and sheets *
of LINGERIE MATERIAL and TISSUE PAPER across the cutting 
tables. But he sees something -

SMOKE - curling up from a SCRAP BIN. 

INT. ROOM - SAME  

Mr. McDonald waves a knife at Yelena, moves to slice through 
her dress by assaulting her breast with it’s tip. He then 
jams the tip into Yelena’s chin, pulls back her hair.  

MR. MCDONALD
Take off your clothes you Jew 
whore.

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

INSIDE THE SCRAP BIN - layers upon layers of SHEER COTTON 
FABRIC scraps and tissue paper - pockets of air trapped 
between them. 

INT. ROOM - SAME   

The horror of her life at this moment makes Yelena obey him. 
She unbuttons the front of her dress. Pulls it off her 
shoulders -

MR. MCDONALD
Faster!

But that snaps her out of it. She makes a loud piercing 
inarticulate yalp - 
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INT. 8TH FLOOR - SAME  

A tiny FLAME bursts - the trapped oxygen between the scraps 
almost as rich as gas. Isidore grabs a RED BUCKET OF WATER 
from above the coat pegs on a shelf. He tosses in water - 

WHOOSH! FLAMES SHOOT UP - water releasing oxygen trapped by 
the fabric, feeding the fire - AS IF HE POURED GAS ON IT. 

INT. ROOM - SAME  

With nothing to lose, Yelena falls to the floor biting 
McDonald’s calf and holding on for dear life.

INT. 8TH FLOOR - SAME  

A woman, EVA HARRIS, runs toward Mr. Bernstein -

EVA HARRIS
FIRE! THERE IS A FIRE MR. 
BERNSTEIN! 

Bernstein turns - smoke plumes billow upward, curling toward 
him across the ceiling of the long narrow room. 

INT. ROOM - SAME  

McDonald scarcely hears the “FIRE” call, punches Yelena’s 
face, HARD, destroying her grip on his calf. He punches her 
in the gut, breaks her ribs. She spits up blood. 

Then gaining a stronghold on her hair and dress, lifts and 
tosses her onto her face and stomach upon the table. 

EXT. STREETS - SAME  

Carlo runs as fast his legs will allow toward the Triangle.

INT. 8TH FLOOR - SAME  

CUTTERS GRAB MORE RED PAILS, RUSH THE BURNING BIN.

AT THE EXIT - the workers form a maze of bodies winding up 
around the narrow gate, unaware. The guard checks their 
purses for stolen scraps as Bernstein races past. 

JOSEPH ZITO, the elevator man, slides open the elevator door. 

MR. BERNSTEIN
Water! More water!

Joseph Zito springs out - dunks a bucket in a water trough 
near the entrance, hands it to Bernstein. As he does so - 
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THE FIRE LEAPS - wind gusting in from the elevator shaft 
feeding the hungry blaze. 

The workers stampede the partition, pushing, feet rushing, a 
woman trampled. Joseph closes the elevator door, takes down 
the first transport of women.

INT. ROOM - CONTINUOUS

McDonald releases his belt, pulls down his trousers as black 
smoke pours into the room. He stops, turns to look. It’s 
coming in fast, creeping across the ceiling. 

MR. MCDONALD
What the shite!

He zips back up, red-faced, angry. He turns Yelena around -

MR. MCDONALD
This ain’t over lass.

He leaves the room - LOCKS HER IN.

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS 

ACROSS THE ROOM - 

The thick crowd rushes - workers jump onto the rows of 
tables, running along the tops of them -

A group dashes to the RUSTY METAL FIRE ESCAPE just outside 
the windows - hoping for salvation.

OUTSIDE THE WINDOWS - hands reach out desperately grabbing 
the air. The first of many scramble onto the fire escape.

AT THE BACK OF THE ROOM -

Dinah works furiously - turns on the TELE-AUTOGRAPH, writes 
the word “FIRE!”*

INT. 10TH FLOOR - SAME  *

The tele-autograph pen etches out scribbles.*

The RECEPTIONIST, MARY ALTER, watches it. She shakes her 
head. It’s not working - again. 

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS*

DINAH waits. NOTHING! She writes out the word “FIRE” again - *

INT. 10TH FLOOR - SAME*
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Scribbles. Mary ignores it, works on billing.

INT. 8TH FLOOR - SAME*

SWEAT buds on Dinah’s temples. The screaming from the 
panicked workers louder now - she writes frantically on the 
broken TELE-AUTOGRAPH then FINALLY grabs the phone.

INT. 10TH FLOOR - SAME*

The phone rings. But Mary goes right on typing. She finishes, *
yanks the paper from the typewriter, puts it in the tray. 

Only then does she answer. 

MARY
Operator.

Inaudible screams - Mary holds the receiver cone away from 
her ear. Through it come Dinah’s words - 

FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!

INT. ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Smoke fills the room. Yelena, barely able to stand, lifts her 
dress to her mouth, choking. She grabs the door knob, turns - 
but it’s locked. She falls to the floor, the smoke looming 
above her -

In McDonald’s stash, she finds a LONG STEEL PIPE. She hits 
the door knob over and over again.

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK- CONTINUOUS *

Crowds of New Yorkers gather, stare up at the plumes of black 
smoke shooting out of the 8TH FLOOR.

A Reporter writes furiously on his pad. A man with a wheel 
barrow watches - his eyes catch sight of - 

A window exploding - glass raining down. A white horse 
spooks, rears back, whinnies, dashes away, his empty wagon 
bouncing down the cobblestone street. 

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

Mary runs off in a panic -

THE RECEIVER SWINGS OFF THE HOOK - Dinah’s voice crying out - 

DINAH (O.C)
THE 9TH FLOOR DOESN’T KNOW. CALL 
THE 9TH FLOOR! THEY DON’T KNOW! 
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INT. 9TH FLOOR - SAME*

Machines roar, deafening sounds drowning out everything. *
Nothing but thin rays of light peek through slits in the 
filthy, shuttered windows.

ROSA FRIEDMAN quietly finishes her stack of bodices, checks 
her pockets - two dollars for two days work and a STEAMER 
TICKET reading “$25 OWED - NY PORT AUTHORITY”.

A young man hurries out, looks back calling -*

LOUIS
Ilene, I’ll meet you at mama’s. 

A WOMAN’S VOICE, barely audible -

VOICE (O.C.)
See you there!

A guard inspects his pockets and he rushes down the stairs, 
winding his way to - 

INT. 8TH FLOOR - SAME*

He struggles against a SEA OF WORKERS swamping the doorway. 
Bernstein sees him.

BERNSTEIN
Louis! Get a hose. Quick!

He yanks a FIRE HOSE free from an iron bracket on the wall, 
drags it inside to BERNSTEIN who turns the valve - 

NOTHING. NO WATER!

BERNSTEIN
Is it open wide?!

Louis checks again.

LOUIS
It’s open wide! It’s open!

Bernstein turns the nozzle, twists it around. Still nothing!

MEYER, a fifteen year old boy, dashes to the stairwell, *
passes Louis on his way down to - 

THE 7TH FLOOR - SAME

Another hose. Meyer’s skinny little body hauls it up, Louis 
takes it into the room.
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STILL NO WATER.

LOUIS
Where’s the water? Where’s the 
water? 

MEYER
No pressure! Nothing’s coming up! 
It’s dead!

BERNSTEIN - looks ahead - the smoke has created AN INFERNO.

FLAMES race down the walls to the floor, spreading out, up 
into the air, fed by the cotton scraps, licking the edges of 
LARGE FABRIC ROLLS.

A LINE OF HANGING PATTERNS burns, their cinders rain on fresh 
cloth covering the sewing tables. 

THE LINE BREAKS - the patterns crash down, scraps of burning 
fabric float around the room, fire rains down and bins ignite 
one by one.

WHOOSH! Molotov cocktails. 

BERNSTEIN turns, Meyer tugging his hand - 

MEYER IS ENGULFED IN FLAMES.

Bernstein pulls him through the flames, but Meyer falls back, 
dead. Desperate, Bernstein grabs a water pail, runs to the 
fire - but its useless - the fire is running toward him.

Swirling wisps of lit fabric land on workers COATS still 
hanging at the wall.

EXT. STREETS - CONTINUOUS

From ten blocks away, Carlo looks up and sees the black 
smoke.

EXT. STREETS - CONTINUOUS

Clara sees the smoke. She knows what it is and where it’s 
from. She walks, then runs, to the Triangle, along with the 
other New Yorkers following the tragic action.

INT. 8TH FLOOR ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Yelena bangs away at the doorknob - the handle gives and she 
shoves it open. The smoke engulfs her as she -
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INT STAIRWELL - CONTINUOUS

Crawls her way to the stairwell. Flames begin to roar against 
her. She recoils in fear -*

INSERT CUT: Yelena paralyzed watching her mother burn, unable 
to reach out and hold her mother’s hand.

She falls to her knees and covers her ears.*

INT. FIRE DEPARTMENT - CONTINUOUS*

THE FIRE BELL RINGS!

Firemen dash to their wagons as -

EXT. NEW YORK STREETS

The skies above watch white stallions thunder through the 
narrow streets, hauling the FIRE WAGONS, racing past.

ELSA. She tries to walk faster.

MAN
FIRE AT THE TRIANGLE! FIRE!

Women wrap their shawls, men secure their hats - the crowds 
follow the stallions, jumping on streetcars, the backs of 
wagons, up the narrow labyrinth of the Lower East Side.

AHEAD - a pillar of black smoke steadily rising in the sky.

EXT. TRIANGLE - SAME  *

Yelena still paralyzed by fear. Then, finally she rises, *
fierce now, born again by this new fire. She runs for her *
life down many stairs to the exit to -*

EXT. TRIANGLE - CONTINUOUS

An alleyway. She collapses.

INT. FACTORY - 8TH FLOOR*

THE STAIRS - from below, smoky, never ending. High above, *
tiny swatches of fabric float up like burning snowflakes.

Bernstein eyes a worker heading to the dressing room - 

BERNSTEIN
For God’s sake! Get out! 

He slaps a fainting girl, wakes her, shoves her out the door.
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SEAMSTRESS
My pocket book! 

She tries to head back -

BERNSTEIN
KEEP MOVING! 

ACROSS THE ROOM -

People pile up at the single door, desperate to get out. From 
the men’s room - McDonald dashes out - looks for water pails.

BERNSTEIN
Its too late. Get out!

(to McDonald)*
Try and get as many of the girls *
out as you can!

They dash off in opposite directions. McDonald bullies his *
way through the crowd, reaches the door, pulls at it -

IT’S LOCKED AND CHAINED.

HIS FINGERS - fumbling with a large key ring. Women cough, 
choke on smoke. A woman drops dead to the floor, another’s 
hair smolders.

He violently kicks women back, finally unlocks the door, *
pushes - but it only opens INWARD. The workers are jammed too 
tightly against it - it won’t open.

TEETH - a woman’s face crushed against the wall, blood from 
her cut lips smears all over it. She’s turning blue.

MR. MCDONALD *
Let me open the bleedin’ door!*

EXT. STREETS - CONTINUOUS

Clara looks all around for women she may know. Carlo runs 
right into her.

CARLO
Yelena?

CLARA
Up there!

Carlo steals a fireman’s hat and coat -

CLARA
Don’t you go up! STOP!
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But he sneaks in.

INT. STAIRWELL - SAME *

A policeman - OFFICER MEEHAN coming up the stairs. Behind *
him, Carlo.*

OVERHEAD - they reach the 5th floor - meet a sea of fleeing *
workers. Carlo presses his back against the wall, brushing by *
the panicked men and women looking for Yelena. He continues *
up -*

INT. 6TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS 

Finds a woman passed out, people screaming, trampling her. *
Carlo pulls her up - its EVA HARRIS, the woman who first 
yelled FIRE.

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

Bernstein hears Dinah yelling into the phone. He follows her 
voice -

DINAH
They don’t know! The 9th floor 
doesn’t know!

BERNSTEIN
Go! Just go! 

At the door - Bernstein pauses for one last look - 

An inferno behind him. He darts through the door, just 
missing the flames close in on him, heads up the stairs.

From above - the narrow stairwell, 33 inches wide, swollen 
with a river of bodies heading down in the thick black smoke.

EXT. STREETS - CONTINUOUS

Elsa rides uptown on the back of a wagon, watches more fire 
wagons thunder by.

INT. 10TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS *

Max Blanck runs out of his office, his young daughters by his *
side. Isaac Harris emerges. The men look at each other. *
What’s going on?

MAX
Who’s making all this commotion?! 
My daughters are here!
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EXT. ALLEYWAY - CONTINUOUS

Clara finds Yelena passed out. She inspects her ripped 
clothing, then slaps her face to revive her.

YELENA
Carlo?

CLARA
You must wait here! 

YELENA
He’s inside?

CLARA
He wouldn’t want you to risk your 
life. He’ll come any minute now. 
Any minute.

Yelena rises with passionate intent - Clara holds her back.

CLARA
No!

But she persists -

CLARA
Stay here! Just stay... You have a 
destiny to fulfill!

FLASHBACK: Yelena, paralyzed, on her knees in front of her 
mother. CLOSE ON her mother’s outstretched hand.  

YELENA
And that is exactly what I’m going 
to do now.

She wrests herself away from Clara, rushes the entrance and 
pushes her way back into the building. She shoves her way 
past the swollen lines of women, running hard up the smoky 
stairwell.

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

Yelena reaches the blaze - flames only feet from the exit *
now. Inside - a hungry fire storm - nine thousand square feet 
of cotton kindling.

McDonald runs into Yelena, brutally pushes her down. From *
below, Yelena sees the unimaginable - two women leaning out *
an open window, ready to jump. 
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McDonald sees it too. The women gasp for air, yell to the *
crowd below for help. But McDonald drags Yelena by the foot, *
and as she twists her body to escape, he opens a door - 

TO A FIRE BALL that swallows him up. Yelena watches his *
fruitless attempt to fight off the flames - then crawls as 
fast as she can, shielding her face with one arm.*

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE - SAME *

A crowd of bystanders looks up at the black smoke as the *
first of the horse-drawn fire trucks arrives. Firemen clamor - 
look up - they see -

A dark roll of fabric falling from the window. 

ONLOOKER #1
Someone’s trying to save their 
cloth!

The “roll” careens down, the crowd screams, scatters. The 
“roll” is a woman’s body, crashed onto the hard pavement.

INT. 8TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS *

Yelena tries to reach the other woman before she too jumps. *
But the woman’s dress is on fire, flames shoot out her back. 
For a moment, their eyes lock. She’s deciding - 

Burn to death or die quick. Yelena holds out her hand, asking 
her to choose life.

She jumps.

The fire turns, surges toward Yelena like a raging demon. The *
room moans.

INT. 9TH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

Hundreds of animated voices fill the smoke filled room, a 
cacophony of languages. Wooden chairs push back from wooden 
tables, sewing machine oil drips into small troughs. 

Carlo runs down the narrow aisles, looking desperately for 
Yelena. A forewoman distributes paychecks. In the dressing 
room, a pretty young girl sings. Her friends join in, 
giggling.

But she turns - her laughter turns to screams.

FLAMES - hammering through shattered windows on all sides of 
the 9th floor, whipped up by a fierce rush of wind. The blaze 
closes in on the middle of the room, blows out the rear 
windows. 
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Wicker baskets catch fire, giant torch heads cage in workers.

THEY’RE TRAPPED.

Carlo runs up to a stairwell door, tries to open it -*

LOCKED AND CHAINED!

Carlo and Yetta claw and hammer at the locked door, choked by 
growing plumes of smoke. Carlo pulls Yetta to join the line 
to the elevator, but an endless crush of panicked bodies 
stops them.

EXT. ELEVATOR - SAME

Joseph Zito fights women back, closes the heavy iron doors - *
women scramble, the flames closing in on them. They claw at 
the iron doors, forcing them open.

Women in front fall into the elevator shaft, hit the top of 
the carriage hard. One survives, sees FIREMEN on her left.

FIREMAN
You’re gonna make it! Hang on!

She looks straight up - watches a sea of women fall toward 
her. One jumps for the cable, slides all the way down - the 
flesh on her hands and stomach burns away.

INT. ELEVATOR - SAME

One woman piled atop the others’ heads - she faces downward, 
her feet extending into the shaft. All the way down, her 
ankles hit each floor.

INT. 9TH FLOOR - SAME

Yelena jams her way into the 9th floor. She jumps onto a 
sewing table, scans the room. 

AT THE MACHINES - women frozen with fear, screaming to no 
one. An old Italian lady stands on the table, trying to get 
down. She steps forward, then backward.

BELOW HER - Women lying on the floor, overcome with smoke. 
People stepping on them, running, tearing off their clothes, 
patting out flames in their hair.

Yelena leaps from table to table in a panicked ballet. She 
finds a window, tries to open it - but it sticks. She pounds 
on it, then desperate, breaks it with her bare hand. 

WHOOSH! Water lands on her face, thrown by a frantic worker. 
The flames rise higher around them.
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Yelena turns back to the window, looks down. She climbs up 
the ledge, resolved to jump - but she is stopped by the 
mounds of dead bodies sprawled out on the concrete below. 

A MAN
Surka! Surka! Where are you?!

Cries and calls for loved ones - Yelena sobers. She joins the 
crowd running toward the fire escape.

THE FIRE ESCAPE - rickety, rusty, barely wide enough for one 
person to squeeze by. Sloping ladders connect the balconies 
at each floor - less than 18 inches wide. 

But it is soon overflowing with desperate bodies seeking 
hope. Women storm down, some shoving others out of the way.

Yelena crawls outside the window - 

POV Yelena of the HUGE crowd in the square below.

EXT. TRIANGLE - CONTINUOUS

Elsa stands in a corner of the square, hand over her mouth.

EXT. 9TH FLOOR FIRE ESCAPE - CONTINUOUS

The contraption shifts, bouncing the hordes of women clogging *
the stairs. An iron shutter, faced outward, blocks the 
landing, its hinge pinned between the slats. 

The screaming mass of people is immobilized. Still, the women 
pile on, some on top of others pushing, shoving, pulling 
hair. 

A few fight their way in the opposite direction battling up 
to the 10th floor, but driven back by flames licking the 
windows.

The fire escape lurches as weight bears down on it. At the 
head of the line - the leader looks back, sees all the women 
battling behind her. She looks down, sees - 

Rusty bolts coming loose. Intense heat twists and loosens the 
iron. She pushes hard, the shutter opens. A deluge of women 
lurch forward.

Yelena finally climbs out onto the fire escape as -

The first line of women make it to the -

INT. SIXTH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

An empty garment factory.
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FIRE ESCAPE LEADER
Inside! Lets go! 

She crawls in - panicked women behind her. Once inside, they 
run like hell through the empty factory past the tables and 
dusty fabric rolls, to the door, but it’s - 

LOCKED AND CHAINED.

EXT. FIRE ESCAPE - CONTINUOUS

A LOUD MOAN - the rusty screws give way, the iron warps - the 
ladders unhinge. Flames roar through the windows -

THE FIRE ESCAPE COLLAPSES.

Yelena grabs hold of the window ledge, clinging to life. 
Below her, the fire escape swings mercilessly, tossing women 
to their death, shooting down to the courtyard below like 
human rockets. 

A woman, impaled on the spikes of an iron gate, others flying 
past her, landing on the skylight like flies on a windshield.

Yelena claws her way up, rips fingernails on the concrete. 
Her hands and arms scraped and bloodied - she throws her leg *
over, climbs back in.

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - CONTINUOUS*

Onlookers scream, run from the sidewalks covering their eyes. *
More workers fill the windows on the 9th floor - screaming *
for help.*

A LADDER - FIRE ENGINE 72 raises the truck ladder up and up, *
bringing hope to the women on the ledges and to the eyes of *
the onlookers. Then, it stops. *

It only goes to the 6th floor. *

CAPTAIN MAHONEY*
Life nets! They need the life nets!*

The firemen spread the net just in time to catch a falling *
woman. She falls with such speed, the net tears open - she *
smacks into the concrete.*

Before the men can move, another body lands on top of her - *
the bodies CRACK the concrete, fall into the grate. Captain *
Mahoney turns away in disbelief.*

But Clara sees them. She looks up - a falling Cutter sails *
closer. His neck tie pops up over his face, covers the terror *
in his eyes.*
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Clara looks away - gives him his last moment of dignity.*

Above, a young woman leaps for the ladder. She plummets - her *
dress collar hooks the ladder. She hangs there - dead and on *
fire.*

Elsa looks up at a woman on the window ledge. The woman *
reaches into her purse, pulls out a small wad of cash, then 
waves her hands in the air as if lecturing to a classroom. 

With great flair, she flings the cash into the air, jumps 
between the floating bills, getting bigger as she falls - 
bigger and bigger - until she bounces on the pavement, limp 
at the feet of the screaming crowd.

Captain Mahoney’s men shoulder a fire hose in tandem, 
fighting their way past survivors pouring out of the 
building. 

INT./EXT. ELEVATOR - SAME   *

A cop holds terrorized survivors from running outside into *
the rain of bodies and debris. The elevator opens - more 
people pile out, blocking the firemen.

INT. TRIANGLE - 9TH FLOOR

Carlo helps push what will be the last load of women into the 
elevator. Zito drags Carlo in, and the doors close. But they *
reopen, Carlo rolls out onto the 2nd floor.

INT. 7TH FLOOR - SAME

Captain Mahoney’s team passes the disconnected fire hose that 
factory workers tried to use earlier. 

The team pushes on to - 

INT. 8TH FLOOR - SAME  

The inferno still raging - 

EXT/INT TRIANGLE - SAME  *

ENGINE 18, CAPTAIN HOWARD RUCH in command.*

CAPTAIN RUCH
Go half-a-block north. Run that 
hose to the hydrant!

He leads another squad up the opposite side of the building. 
FIREMEN’S BOOTS hammer up the stairs - the slate on the 
stairs beneath them cracking from the heat.
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From the stairwell, Carlo sneaks in right behind them, so 
intent he barely feels the heat.

They get to the 8th floor - but the intense flames block Ruch 
and his men. 

FIREMAN #1
The 9th floor! 

FIREMAN #2
It’s too late.

Carlo bursts past them, heads into the smoke. Captain Ruch 
tackles him, but Carlo kicks him, gets away.

CAPTAIN RUCH
You’re a dead man!

(to his men)
Stay here! It’s the only thing we 
can do right now.

The black, thick smoke - they can’t see the team from ENGINE 
72 on the other side of the room - less than 140 feet away. 

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - SAME 

The Reporter jots on his note pad - his eyes trained on the *
upper floors. From afar he sees - 

PEOPLE PLUMMETING LIKE FALLING STARS. 

A woman, smoke and fire billowing from her back, leaps - he 
hears her screams, then the horrible BONE CRACKING THUD of 
her charred body landing on the cold pavement. 

More people pile onto the ledges. One goes to the edge, then 
plunges down - her flaming hair trailing behind her like a 
burning broom.

INT. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY - 9TH FLOOR*

The adjoining building. Students watch in horror as more *
women crowd onto the ledge. From their windows they see -*

Two women and a man on the ledge. The man holds out the first 
woman, her body leaning over the ledge, as if they were 
performing a classical ballet.

He lets go - she drops headfirst like an Olympic diver. He 
takes the next woman’s hands. They look each other in the eye 
- then she too drops.

The man looks across at the horrified students. He hesitates - 
looks at his burning sleeves. He jumps.*
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Other students race up the stairs - carrying loads of 
precious books to safety.

INT. FACTORY - 9TH FLOOR*

Carlo arrives, crawls under the smoke, but a second wall of *
flames bars him from entering. 

CARLO
YELENA! YELENA!

A SINGED ROLL OF FABRIC - Carlo rolls it around his arms and 
torso so that only his face shows. He runs through the fire - 
flames fingering the roll. 

He peels off the burning layers as he advances, makes it 
through the wall. Behind him - a group remains cornered in 
the stairway pressed against the locked door clawing and 
screaming. 

Ahead of him - another group is trapped, scattered in the 
aisles. The flames force them back down the aisles, back them 
into the windows.

And there - by the window - is Yelena.

CARLO
YELENA!

But no one can hear him - the screams, the roar of the cruel 
fire. Yelena hugs the wall, making compassionate eye contact 
with those about to enter into eternity. 

She summons up her own courage to follow them.

CARLO
YELENA!

Yelena turns, her face stained black with soot, only the blue 
of her eyes can be seen.

Carlo emerges from the flames like an angel of mercy. He 
locks eyes with Yelena - tears run down her face. He holds 
her in his arms - the flames drawing dangerously near.

CARLO
I found you! My Yelena!

YELENA
Why did you come here? Why?

CARLO
Ick libe dykh.*
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YELENA
Ti amo.

He turns - there must be a way out. But the flames are so 
close, black smoke pours out the window.

Yelena’s hair smolders, her sleeve catches fire. Carlo pats 
it out - but now her skirt is on fire and it’s growing.

CARLO
We’ll wait here. Just wait. Just 
wait. Wait.

But the fire won’t wait. 

Yelena looks back into the eye of the fire, squints - 

Walking through the middle of the flames is Rachel. Not 
dressed in gray clothes from the shtetl. But in a glorious 
white dress with a rich lace bodice and a magnificent flowing 
skirt.

The exact same dress from the boutique. 

Carlo sees her image, too.

Her hair, pulled softly back, a lace tiara nestled in her 
delicate auburn curls. Around her neck sits an iridescent 
string of pearls. 

Transformed, she is a sublime, ghostly vision of a woman 
whose internal love, kindness and dignity mirrors her 
glorious, external beauty.

Yelena’s eyes widen. And as Faigy nears, she holds out her 
hand to Yelena.

This time, Yelena reaches back - and through their separate 
spiritual worlds, their hands clasp. 

Rachel looks at her daughter with the purest of love.

RACHEL
(in a ghostly whisper)

You were meant for greatness. Your 
life was a mitzvah to the world.

Hearing this, Yelena weeps, absorbs the peace that comes with 
a parent’s proud approval.

Rachel offers her other hand to Carlo, looks on him, too, 
with great love.
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Peace comes over Yelena, and ready to go now, she steps up 
onto the ledge, holding one hand with Rachel and the other 
with Carlo.

Rachel pulls them close in to each other and the young couple 
moves further out on the ledge, arms wrapped tightly around 
each other.

YELENA
I’m not scared.

Carlo nods.

CARLO
We’re together.

They look down at the crowds -

YELENA
Carlo. Look.

THE CITY - alight in all its glory, nightfall upon its 
heavenly skyline.

CARLO
Our city.

YELENA
Our America.

Rachel nods at them - it’s time to go. Their intertwined 
bodies are engulfed in flames, and they let their bodies 
drop. Rachel’s image slowly fades - 

EXT. ROOF - SAME  *

ELSA (V.O.)*
One hundred and forty six souls. 
Snuffed out.

From above, the crowd in Washington Square Park is wall to *
wall people. All of New York is there watching the horror.*

Bernstein steadies the ladders. One connected to a skylight, *
the other going up 15 feet to the NYU AMERICAN BOOK BUILDING. 
Louis pushes people up the ladder. *

Mr. Bernstein, desperate, carries a fainted woman up by a *
thick handful of her hair. Her limp arms swing like a rag 
doll.

ELSA (V.O.)*
The owners, Max Blanck and Isaac *
Harris, survived the fire. *
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A wise woman once said “Rare is the *
day when bad men have the good *
sense to die.”*

Max Blanck, aimless, impotent, moving one direction then the *
other. Louis rolls his eyes at Blanck’s cowardice, grabs his 
5-year old, carries the crying girl to safety.

Trembling, scared beyond imagination at what’s to come, 
Blanck ascends the ladder. Louis and Bernstein glare at him.

The last person ascends the ladder. Bernstein looks around -*
no other survivors.*

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - SAME  

Clara stares at the carnage. She has no words. Not. A. One. 

Elsa scans the crowds, still looking for any sign of Yelena. 
Seeing none, she stares up at the building, watching a 
massive waterfall as the fireman hose down the building. 

She slumps in a corner. 

The grief overtakes her. She lets out a cry, a cry as pained 
as a wild animal caught in a vicious trap. 

Her eyes search - like a newborn desperately seeking its 
mother, needing to be held by someone and whispered to that 
everything will be okay.

But no one comes. She sobs, her soul breaking into a million 
little pieces.

EXT/INT. VARIOUS - CONTINUOUS*

ELSA (V.O.)
The survivors went home to find 
whatever comfort they could.

ON THE STREETS -

A young woman, stained in soot, clothes torn, ambling without 
direction down the street. A kind peasant wraps his hand 
around her, gently escorts her home. 

Others part the streets, allow her to pass.

IN A HOUSE - Covered with soot, burn marks on her arms, a 
grieving woman walks down the hallway of her dark apartment, 
throws herself upon her bed, numb.
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ELSA (V.O.)
But they would never find the peace 
they so desperately needed.

ON THE LOWER EAST SIDE -

A young woman, barely fifteen, stands in the middle of the 
street, falls to her knees.  

FROM A BARBERSHOP - her Father emerges, shaving cream still 
on his face. He runs to her - falls to his knees holding her 
for dear life.

ELSA (V.O.)
The city came running. Running to 
find their loved ones. Running to 
see the dead lining the streets.  
Running to pour out their grief.

EXT. TRIANGLE - SAME

The streets lined with stacks of dead women, placed in neat 
rows. A cop retrieves rings, hair combs, money - scours each 
smoldering body. He puts their effects in an envelope, places 
it next to the body.

Horse and buggies bring in pine coffins. They line up around 
the block.

TENS OF THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE stand in Washington Square Park.  
Numb. Desperate family members claw their way through the 
crowd. 

ELSA (V.O.)
Some found their loved ones, held 
on to them like life itself.

IN THE SUBWAY -

A man in charred clothes misses the train. Another train 
across the track pulls in, leaves. On that platform stands an 
Older Man. His father. They spot each other. 

The father holds his hands over his face. Grateful his son is 
alive.

AT THE BOTTOM OF THE FACTORY ELEVATOR -

A teenaged boy - a lone survivor, standing in waist high 
water, hugging the wall, at the bottom of the shaft.  

A single beam of light rains down on him - his lips quiver, 
he trembles with cold. A fireman descends, fishes him shell 
shocked body out of the black water. 
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ELSA (V.O.)
For the survivors, life was 
altered.

INT. MISERY LANE - NIGHT

A makeshift morgue set up on the pier. Thousands of people 
line up outside, waiting in the freezing cold for the police 
to open the iron gates of the huge warehouse.

THE LINE - people from all classes, some to find their dead, 
some to mourn the fallen, some to witness the spectacle.

Most in a wild hysteria, calling to be let in, calling out 
the names of their lost loved ones, holding up pieces of 
paper with names on them.

The iron swing open - the crowd pauses, postponing the agony 
ahead.  

INT. MISERY LANE WAREHOUSE - SAME  

Long rows of coffin after coffin, the bodies covered by white 
sheets - their heads propped up on boards so that those 
passing can make identifications.

Some bodies are burned or crushed beyond recognition. Dozens 
of bodies are nude, burned off clothes. The body of one girl 
is headless.

From the line comes an old woman in a shawl. She starts in, 
all eyes upon her.  

The police inside begin to swing their lanterns over the 
faces of the dead. The Old Woman peers into the coffins - 

She stops at a coffin with the number 15 painted on it, falls 
to her knees, cries out.

An officer puts a lid on the coffin, tacks a SMALL YELLOW 
CARD on it with the name of the victim.

Small groups of people cluster around the coffins, 
desperately looking for some sign of their loved ones.  Sobs 
echo in the dark.

MEN’S HOARSE SOBS - sounds added to piercing shrieks and 
hysterical prayers in Yiddish and Italian. Some are pried off 
their dead.

A WOMAN bends over her dead daughter - YETTA BERGER - half of 
her body missing. The woman, her mother, runs screaming to 
the edge of the pier to jump. The POLICE CAPTAIN drags her 
back.
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A nurse tries to console the distraught woman. DOCTORS work 
to revive other fainted mourners.

The crowd passes by ANNA ALTMAN, MARIA LAUTELLI, PROVIDENZA.

Elsa moves among the crowd. Lanterns swing back and forth - 
cast strange shadows on the dead bodies.  

She looks at body after body. Then comes upon - 

TWO BODIES ENTWINED IN AN EMBRACE.

Elsa staggers backward.

COP
These your loved ones, Miss?

Elsa holds her hand to her mouth. Words don’t come.

COP
Miss?

She lays her fingers on the burned hair of the woman. From 
within, she pries out a small piece of a BLACKENED COMB. She 
cleans it: it’s white.

Elsa nods.

COP
Do you know who the other one is?

ELSA
Her husband.

COP
Right then. I guess we’ll leave 
them together then seein’ that they 
died together and all.

The Cop covers the coffin, a YELLOW CARD on the top.

INT. MISERY LANE - HOURS LATER

Eight bodies remain unclaimed. At the end of the pier, the 
body of a pretty young woman.

COP
No one to claim this girl then?

COP II
She’ll go to the mass grave with 
the rest of the poor souls.
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They bring a lid to her coffin - look inside. On her hand, a 
RING WITH A RED STONE in it.

They leave it on her, close the coffin.

FOCUS ON NEWSPAPER HEADLINES:

“THEY WERE LOCKED IN!” *

“BLANCK AND HARRIS GUILTY!” *

“PROTESTORS TAKE TO THE STREETS!”*

“146 DEAD”

EXT. STREETS OF NEW YORK - DAY *

A hundred thousand people line the streets in a downpour. 
Black umbrellas dot the street as the multitudes watch the 
dead parade by in coffins decorated by flowered wagons.

Wails and sobs echo up the canyons as the city mourns. In a 
corner - Elsa. Looking, but not seeing. Her eyes are dead.*

INT. ELSA’S APARTMENT - LATER*

The rasp of a match. Fingers pass it over a candle wick as *
the flame softly illuminates the tiny, dilapidated room.*

Elsa leans toward the flame, sews, her once exquisite long *
fingers calloused by age and long hours grasping a needle. *
But she pricks her finger -*

IN SLOW MOTION - Blood silently drips to the floor, then *
crashes onto the floor with a loud splash.

And in that same moment, Elsa awakens, pulls her arms into 
her chest and rocks. She weeps until the red in her bloodshot *
eyes almost overtakes their natural blue.

She massages the nub of her missing leg, then wobbles up. But *
the fake leg falls away. She laboriously hops over to it, 
then straps it in, inhales and raises her head in pain.

She exhales. Wets a towel, and takes it in to Itzhak. She 
sits gently on the bed next to him and wipes the towel across 
his forehead, behind his neck, on the palms of his hands and 
between his aged fingers.

She looks into his eyes with kindness, with love. And for a 
moment, a moment like no other, he looks into her eyes and 
smiles back.
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She rises, wraps a tattered brown shawl around her, blows out 
the candle and walks out the door - 

At the same moment Mrs. Giamanco opens hers. Eye to eye, *
tears stream down their cheeks. They nod at each other, a *
kindness forged from grief suddenly shared.*

EXT. SKY - NIGHT

A night without stars. We float down to first reveal the 
Manhattan skyline, then further down, faster now -

EXT. THE ARCH AT WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK- NIGHT

Through the Arch to -

EXT. FIFTH AVENUE - NIGHT

Until we see flickers of distant FIRELIGHT.

Advancing down the avenue, red deepening with each second 
until the flickers become -

TORCHES.

Thousands of them. Stretched back to forever. A slight echo 
of thousands of footsteps streams down the canyon -

ELSA (V.O.)
There are those who will tell you 
that great nations are built by 
conquerors.

EXT. HIGH ATOP THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

As from above, an ARMY of thousands appears, the luminous 
glow of the red torch fire lit beneath us -

ELSA (V.O.)
But victories of the conquered are 
rarely told.

And as we cut back below into the middle of the street, the 
thunder of marching boots crescendoes until we see the FRONT 
LINE swell toward us -

Clara, Faigy, Mr. Iavarone, Mr. Bernstein -*

And by their side - *

ELSA.

Reborn. Passionate. Determined. A woman transformed. 
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From the middle of the protest line, the camera is surrounded 
on each side by the impassioned marchers as they pass at an 
ever accelerating pace. 

ELSA (V.O.)
Greatness. Greatness is found in 
the steps of peaceful marchers.

Chinese, Germans, Indians, Irish, Italians, Russians, 
Spanish, Puerto Ricans, Jamaicans - lifting up signs of 
protest in their own language.

Peaceful revolutionaries, the huddled masses, demanding 
justice.

ELSA (V.O.)*
We the poor, the persecuted, the 
displaced, the dishonored, rose up. 
For dignity. For equality. For *
humanity. We are Americans.*

FADE OUT 

TITLE CARD:

On June 30, 1911, the New York State Legislature created the 
Factory Investigating Commission. Headed by Frances Perkins, *
the commission passed thirty-six new safety laws, including *
fire hazard laws and limitations on work hours, especially 
those for children.

In 1932, many of these laws set the path to the creation of 
Roosevelt’s New Deal.

DEDICATION:

Dedicated to all immigrants on whose backs was built the path 
to human rights, social justice and financial greatness for 
our America.

And especially to the 146 women who lost their lives on *
Saturday, March 25, 1911. Remember their sacrifice for your 
rights with deep appreciation and profound respect.

As they flew down from the 9th floor of that wretched 
factory, they had no magical red cape to stop their fall.

Yet, they are the authentic American super-heroines.
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